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ABSTRACT

The study investigated the possibilities of non-sexist childrearing

practices: it inquires to what extent children can be raised to be

relatively free of gender discrimination and prejudice. It examined

the relationship between mothering and childrearing as social (-1y

constructed) processes and practices with a t.wo-fold purpose. On

the one hand, it explored how these two social sites are

constructed, represented and interact to form a basis for the

acquisition of stereotypes which encourage gender discrimination

and inequality among children in particular, and society in

general. However, it was also concerned with the extent to which

these institutional sites contain possibilities for resisting and

challenging dominant social- constructions about the meaning of

gender difference.

A structured questionnaire with open-ended questions was developed

and used Lo form the basis for interviews with eight mothers. Based

on the literature reviewed, the questions were designed to elicit

the participants' perspectives on the meaning/s and significance of

mothering in relation to children's gendered status. The interviews

were tape-recorded and transcripts were generated. Thematic

analysis was applied to observe and discuss dominant patterns in

the participants' responses. Another structured questionnaire was

developed and used as the basis for exercises wit.h Lhe (ten)

children of these mothers to determine the extent. Lo which the

former recognise and make use of gender stereotypes circulating in
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the wider culture. It was observed to what extent these children
made gender-stereot.)rpical associations : in relation to "masculine"

and "feminine" colours, ds wel-I as in relation to gender-

appropriate tasks, dress, attributes, qualities and forms of p1ay.

A simple frequency count of children's responses indicat.ed the

extent to which they recognise and use gender stereotypes.

The results revealed a general awareness that mothering and

childrearing are socially constructed, and not biologically-driven,
processes, and hence, subject to revision and change. rn addition
to the perception that gender differences are socially engineered

and reinforced by real constraints of social pressure and

conformity, participants felt that men, as fathers should equally
share in the responsibility for rearing children. Although the

children who partook in the exercises showed a general awareness

and use of gender stereotypes, it was pointed out that these can

and should be charlenged, given the real-ities of social (peer)

pressure, EIt both the leveIs of int.erpersonal interaction and

structural constraints. However, there was a generalised

difficurty, as far as undoing gender stereotypes are concerned, to
conceive of alte::native meanings of ,'masculinity,' and "femininity"
(as gendered identities) beyond the binary opposites which inform

dominant social constructions of gender and gender relat.ionships.

As institutional domains for contesting varying and competing

discourses on gender and gender relationships which circulate in
the wider culture, childrearing and mothering practices are sites

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 



of potential resistance: they have the potential to resist and

derail dominant patriarchal constructions and practices which

generate social relationships based on gender inequality; which, in

turn, fosters social oppression and viol-ence. If domj-nant

patriarchal discourses and pract.ices about gender are responsible

for generating so much violence, particularly by men as a group

against women as a group, then these need to be seriously revisited
and challenged. It needs to be challenged at both a social

structural level, and at the level of interpersonal interaction.
For it is at the leveI of everyday interpersonal interaction

between men and women, men and children, and women and children

that the "obviousness" of gender reLations are cult.urally relayed

and appropriated. Yet social/power relations structured along

dif ferential axes of rrracerr, cIass, Ianguage, religion, ethnicity,
sexuality - which inform everyday social interaction - intersect
with issues about gender difference to make any simplistic notions

of mothering and childrearing problematic.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 



1

CIIAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Mothering aS a social process is Conventionatly consLructed as a

site situated in the private domain: a social sphere exclusively or

primarily ascribed and inhabited by women as a group. The public

domain - the worl-d of work constructed outside the context of the

nuclear family - is chiefly viewed as occupied by men as a group,

even though women now work in this world as weII. Childrearing as

social process is primarily located within the private domain - at

least during a child's pre-school years. Hence, women, aS mothers,

have been held primarily accountable for the care of (young)

children.

This process - where women are primarily held responsible for the

well-being of children; with men competing in the outside worl-d'

and providing for the family - Iays the foundation for generating

and structuring very specific and different kinds and qualities of

social relationships between men and women in rel-ation to

childrearing. Part of the difference and peculiarity in the

relationship between parental caregivers and their children has to

do with the gender of the parties involved. This view underlies

much of the psychoanalytic (Object Relations) perspective,

especially that of Chodorow (1989), in accounting for the

acquisition of gendered identities/subjectivities, or even

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 



2

personaLities, by children.

An investigation into the possibilities of non-sexist childrearing,

I believe, therefore needs to incorporate a focus on mothering as

a social praxis in relation to childrearing and gender. Of course,

this does not mean that fat.hering, and its relationship to the

consLruction of chifdren's gendered subjectivities, is not

important. Historically, men as a group, including fathers, have

been more socially valued than women as a group. This hierarchical

structure of social inequality between men and women cannot but

reverberate and influence the nature of relationships between

fathers and moLhers, fathers and children, mothers and children, as

weII as interpersonal interactions between children. Women,

therefore, mother children from a devalued social- position. In a

patriarchal society, such as South Africa, women as a group "do not

have any power and are regarded as second class citizens" (Cape

Times,1995, p.3).

Through chil-drearing practices, the pattern of social inequalicy

between men and women, is replicated and re-instated in the

relationships between male and female children: children are taught

gender inequality. If this process goes unchallenged and is

successful, young girls assume their second class status and young

boys do the same as regards their socially assigned status. As a

potential social site for challenging sexism and gender inequality,

there is a crucial connection, therefore, between mothering,

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 



3

childrearing and gender

Another reason for choosing to focus on mothering, and not

fathering, in investigating the possibilities for challenging

gender discrimination in relat.ion to rearing children, concerns the

very second class status of women as a group. Feminist authors and

activists have at.tempted to awaken women to this reaLity and have

exhorted them to challenge and fight patriarchy which constructs

relationships of social inequality between men and women, and by

implication, between male and femaLe chil-dren. Part of this

investigation involves determining the extent to which women,

socially positioned as mothers, have taken up t.his challenge in a

domain which has been primarily assigned to them. In other words,

if childrearing is socially accepted as the primary responsibility

of women, it follows that, in theory at least, in the private

domain they potentially exercise more inf l-uence over young chil-dren

than men. Theoretically, they should have more power in the form of

influence over their children. Hence, it is also the site that

holds the potential for women to effectively challenge the

influence of men in relation to childrearing.

More specificalty, one would assume that women, who are conscious

of issues generated by the social inequality between the sexes

such as sexism and gender discrimination - and who actively seek to

challenge these, would manifest such awareness and activism within

t.he constraints of the private domain, especially in relation to

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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rearing their chil-dren. In oLher words, it would not be unfair to

assume that these women, as mothers (whom I will- be referring to as

gender-sensitive mothers) would encourage the children in their

care to cultivate an awareness of issues around gender

discrimination and challenge social inequality based on gender

relationships.

The purpose of this investigation is to focus specifically on the

relationship between gender-sensitive mothering to explore iCs

possibitities of rearing children to be rel-atively free of gender

stereotyping and gender discrimination. The Iiterature reviewed

will cover areas considered to be refevant to the issue: women's

views about mothering and fathering; their beliefs about gender

difference and expectations about their children with regard to

gender; the naLure of the relationship between mothers and their

children; the acquisition and use of gender stereotyping by

children; and their beliefs about gender in/equality.

Childrearing practices, which form part of a cul-ture's initiation

of the younger generation into the general social order (Bem,

1993), should be understood in the context of gender inequality

with it.s attendant practices of gender discrimination and the forms

of violence this gives rise to. It is the aim of this study to

contribute to such an understanding; particularly with a view of

informing the younger generation So as not to perpetuate the

oppression and violence which stems from gender inequality.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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a

CIIAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 MOTHERS' AWARENESS OF GENDER ISSUES

2.I.L WOMEN AI{D MOTHERING

As far aS women as mothers' awareness of gender issues is

concerned, it is important to explore, among other things, their

conceptualisations of what it means t.o be a mother and/or what it

means to be mothering children. T believe that the manner in which

women as mothers conceptualise and perceive their status as mothers

and motherhood has implications for their mothering practices and

experiences of mothering, especially as t.hese relate to their

children's use of gender stereotyping and raising their children to

be non-sexisE.

2.L.L.L Motshering aE Social Construction

Various authors (e.g. Forcey, L994; Gerrard & Javed, L995; Glenn,

t994) have pointed out that mothering - in Western industrialised

societies at Ieast - refers to a sociatly conetructed set of

activities and relationships. As a cultural invention (Kessen, in

Singer, L9g2) , it is not biologically given, but fabricated on the

basis of gender (Gerrard & Javed, 1995). In short, exploring

mothering practices requires an understanding of gender relations

in society.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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Any conceptualisation of motherhood and/or mothering, according to

Chodorow (1989), in Western society needs to recognise that, not

only is it a social category, but that it is conventionally

primarily assigned to women,. moreover, it is specif icalIy assigned

to one woman: the biological mother of (a) child/ren. As a socially

assigned activity, mothering is believed to be the primary domain

of the biological- mother of children. Once a woman is a biological

mother, mothering subsumes and overrides other aspects of her

identity as a person: a secondary status is conferred upon her

other identities dS, for instance, a lover, professional person,

athIet.e, etc. In this sense, a central part of her identity as a

person becomes sociaLly appropriated (Brannon, 1,996) .

As a social activity, mothering is performed according to very

particular socially constructed rnandates (that help Lo structure

t.he social appropriation of women as mothers) which become

internaLised (to a greater or lesser degree) by women (and some men

too) in a given society (Forcey, 1994) . In a sense, then, mothers

in a particular cultural formation are furnished through social-

proceSses - for example, the media, education, commonsense

knowledge, and tradition - with particular "mothering scripts."

Hence, to "mother" entails working within the confines of

particular socially mandated scripts or discourses.

The category of motherhood and the activity of mothering also

exists as a social- institut.ion and experience which has an impact

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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on all of society (chodorow, 1989; Rich, in Gerrard & ,Javed, :-995;

G1enn, L994). As a social institution, it has a particul-ar history
in western patriarchal cul-ture. At the l-evel- of ideology, the

history of mot.herhood and mothering can be captured in what Wel-ter

(fgzg) refers to as the doctrine of the "Cul-t of True Womanhood."

(p.159). Part of the primary function of this doctrine was, and

st.iII is, to set a standard of attributes of womanhood by which a

woman judged herself and was or is judged by her husband, her

neighbours, and society.

wel-ter (tglg) points out that - in l-ine with this doctrine which

embedded itself as common sense knowledge (about women) in Western

culture - submissiveness and domesticity formed part of the

attributes of a I'true" woman: rrTrue women were wives whose concern

was with domestic affairs - making a home and having children, and

caring for them" (p.170). Singer (t992), reminds us that wherever

women as mothers attempted to chal-lenge the notion of ',mot.hering as

the primary domain of the biological mother" - especially since the

end of the sixties in most of Western Europe and t.he United States

- by wanting to work outside the home and hence demanding good and

affordable child-care facilities, both politicians and'rexperts'l
reacted with shock: daily separations from the mother were supposed

to be very damaging to the developing chi1d.

The doctrine of the CuIt of True Womanhood was also reinforced by

the "doctrine of the Two spheres" (Lewin, 1984): the berief that

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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women and men's interests diverge and that women and men have their

separate areas of influence. For women, the influence is home and

children, whereas men's sphere includes work and the outside world.

Indeed, according to Bowlby (in Singer, 1992), a mother's mental

health is dependenE on the protection (against the outside world)

of her husband, to enable her to create the

(developmentally/psychologically important) secure base for her

child's development. [Bow]by seems to have been i11-informed about

women's mental health as historically and cross-cuItura11y, there

is considerable evidence that, for women and girls, the family is

the most dangerous and violent institution in society (Duffy,

r995)1. Nevertheless, these two spheres are different, with little

overlap, forming opposite ends of one dimension. For Brannon

(1995), the doctrine of the Two Spheres formed the basis for the

polarisation of male and female interests and activities in Western

society as a whole.

In present-day patriarchal culture, views about femininity and

motherhood are sti11 influenced by remnants of the Cult of True

Womanhood, which was dominant during the nineteenth century

(Brannon, L9g6) . In other words, there are mothers who - having

internalised convent.ional stereotypical conceptions of

motherhood/mothering to a large degree and, hence, unintentionally

reproduce socially prescriptive mandates of motherhood - accept

their socially assigned mothering role and practice their mothering

in the belief that making a home and raising children are their

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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and not men' s - primary responsibility. Indeed, parenting - in the

nuclear family context - in our culture is automatically equated

with mothering (Chodorow, 1989). Even though the moral indignatj-on

towards mothers working outside the home - given the shifting needs

of capital - has l-essened considerably over the years, the

undertone of condemnation sti11 remains (Singer, 7992) .

I want to suggest, oD the other hand, that if women as mothers

conceive of motherhood and mothering as socially constructed

categories (G1enn, L994) , then this has profound implications for

their awareness, practices and experiences. One such implication is

the realisation that mothering as a phenomenon is socially

fabricated, sustained and performed within a particular social

context: it does not take for granted, for example, that there are

fundamental differences between men and women (Peterson & Runyan,

1993). In other words, cultural standards of I'true

womanhood/motherhood" are but a part of the social processes

fabricating and sustaining the social construction of mothering. It

also means that, to understand their experiences as mothers,

requires an analysis and appreciation of the part.icular social

context in which it is shaped and in which it is experienced. As a

cul-turaI invention, (Kessen, in Singer, 1992) mothering as an

activity has to be understood as part of the broader culture as it

is inf1uenced by "greater powers" within the social milieu.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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2.L.L.2 Mothering and Dif f erence

Lott (1990), reminds us that women (in contemporary Western

society) generally exist and mother in a social- context in which

power - that. is, access to and control of resources - is a major

variable which distinguishes the Lives of most women and men. It
needs to be recognised, however, that power also distinguishes

between the lives of women as a group: not unlike the category

"woman, r' the category and activity of "mothering', is not

homogenous; what are regarded as priorities, and what concerns

constitute the activity of mothering would depend on the

perspectives of mothers from various "localities and social
positions" (Meintjies, 1993, p.42) .

rn other words, women do not mother "independently of raciar,
cIass, ethnic, regional and other affiliations" (Hendricks & Lewis,

1994, p.51). What this means is E.hat we ought not Eo neglect the

importance of race and c1ass, for instance, in understanding

women's experience of mothering. Such negligence is bound to lead

to a failure to recognise diversicy in the experience of mothering

(Hare-Mustin & Maracek, 1990) . This diversity stems partly from

(mothering under) the conditions of racial domination and economic

exploitation which profoundly shape the mothering context for women

(ColIins, 1994). Women and mothers in situations of historical
oppression - for example, the majority of Black South African,

African-American, Latina, and Asian-American women - were never

expected or allowed to be full-time mothers: they were a source of

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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cheap labour as domestic servants in white households or in lower-

Ieve1 service work in institutional settings (G1enn, 1994) . In

South Africa, for example, Black women have suffered most heavily
under Apartheid policies which have generated the creation of a

predominantly BLack female domestic work force operating under

conditions of I'super exploitation and oppression,' (Sexwa1e, !994,

p.202); a situation which renders problematic any idealised notions

of "motheringl".

rn short, then, it is unreasonable, and (po1itica11y) potentially
dangerous, to refer to mothering/motherhood as a socially
disembodied category and activity which can be generalised to all
women everywhere who are mothering children. At the same time,

however, given that it is necessary (for the sake of intellectual
honesty, dt least) to recognise and allow for differences in
perspect j-ve, and t.o ref l-ect on the context -dependent nature of

motherhood and the mothering experience, such approach does not

necessarily render the category and activity of mothering

meaningless (Campbe]1, 1993). After aII, if women are so different,
and mothering as social practice so diverse, would feminist

politics not be rendered invalid?

Before I attempt. to elaborate on some of the implications mothering

in a patriarchal social formation has for women, I wish t.o clarify
what is meant by "gender issues" in the context of this study.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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2.2 MOTHERING AI{D GENDER ISSUES

The use of the term "gender" describes the traits and behaviours

that are regarded by a particul-ar culture as appropriate to women

and men (Brannon , 1,996) . As such it denotes a social IabeI, whereas

the term "sex, " refers to the biological basis (referring to male

and female genitalia) for distinguishing male and female (Peterson

& Runyan, 1-993) . Gender, ds social label, includes the

characteristics that the culture ascribes to each sex (for example,

male means to be tough, strong, competitive; female means to be

demure, empathic, elegant, et.c. ) and the sex-related

characteristics that individuals assign to themselves, as well as

to the socially created differentiations that have arisen from the

biological differences associated with sex (Hare-Mustin & Maracek,

1990). rn short, "gender should be understood as a social, not

physiological, construction" (Peterson & Runyan, L993, p.17).

Because gender as a category is socially fabricated, particul-ar

characteristics associated with femininity and masculinity vary

across cultures, races, classes, and even age groups (Peterson &

Runyan, 1993): hence, femininity and masculinity are not timeless,

or separable from the contexts in which they are observed. The

latter authors also observe, however, that - given the

socially/cu1turally rel-ative meanings, roles and activities
ascribed to gender - the content of the category might vary, but

what seems to remain a constant is that globa1Iy, within
patriarchal society, males are expected to conform Eo models of

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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masculinity and females to models of femininity. Moreover, models

of masculinity and femininity are differently and unequally valued:

globa1Iy, masculinity has an elevated social status (Lott, 1-990) .

In the context of this study "gender issues" refer to a myriad of

problem areas (to be explored later) which emerge from the socially

created differentiations between male and female, masculine and

feminine, men and women, ds weII as male and female children.

SexuaL violence, gtender stereotyping, gender discrimination,

sexism, for example, are some of such problem areas. It is my

contention - and this is what I wish to explore -that women as

mothers' awareness of these myriad of gender issues have - to a

lesser or greater degree - an impact on their mothering experiences

and (childrearing) practices.

2.3 MOTHERING AND GENDER: THE SOCIAL COMTEXT OF MOTHERING

2.3.L Patriarchal Donination

The unequal distribution of social power between men and women as

groups (Lott, 1990) distinguishes between the l-ives of women and

men in the sense that women mother within, and are constrained by,

t.he structural fact (Conne11, 1987) , that 91oba1Iy, men dominate

over women. Women in general, and women as mothers, have less (in

many cases l-ittle or no) access to and contro1 over resources.

This dominat.ion - which Glenn

control - occurs at the level of

(L994) refers to as patriarchal

the whole society and in face-to-
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face interactions. In other words, men's oppression and control

over women does not only refer to individual husbands and fathers

controlling their wives' and daughters' reproduction (GIenn, 1-984) ,

but that male-dominated institutions control women as a group: that

is, it occurs within but also beyond the individual lives of women

(Gerrard & Javed, 1995) .

Because of its 91oba1 character, the processes of patriarchal

oppression and domination operates systematically in a social

context: it is organised and reproduced in the social context. by

various practices and relationships (referred to as "discourses")

in society (Gerrard & Javed, 1995) . I wish to identify and briefly

explore some of the implications various patriarchal discourses

have for women's mothering experiences and practices.

2.3.2 DLscouraes of Objectif ication: I'Otherneestt and Dif f erence

In the context of patriarchal culture, women exist and mother in a

social- milieu where they (as a group) are considered to be "other"

- different, outside of, the exception to the rule (Gerrard &

Javed, 1995) . These authors maintain that casting people as

"other" affects their diversity: rendering someone as "other" sets

her or him up to be marginalised, trivialised, and/or dismissed.

AIso, thinking in terms of "other" thus "homogenises" a whole array

of specific charact.eristics; in other words, it destroys the

specificity of someone or something and leads t.o their

obj ect i f icat ion .
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Marginalising women because they are defined as "other" serves to

reinforce the notion of difference: women are "other" because they

are different to men, with "maleness" - whatever that might mean -

being the norm. For women exist. and mother in a social hierarchy in

which "ma1e is greater than female" (Unger, 1990). The point I wish

to stress is that when the "social and cultural powers" (Gerrard

& Javed, 1,995, p.125) are stronger than an individual woman's own

sense of seLf - as is the case when "male is greater than femal-e"

on a social scale - then the greater the loss of a sense of

individual sel-f . With t.he Ioss of a sense of individual self , comes

the experience of "objectificaEion" (Gerrard & Javed, 1995) .

Objectification of women denotes that they are not only

disempowered as individuals, but thaE their experiences become

"socia11y appropriated. "

I want to suggest that the social- category of mothering denotes an

instance of the objectification of women's existence and their

unique experiences as individuals. In other words, it is one of the

means by which women (as mothers) have their indlvidual and diverse

experiences "sociaIIy appropriated" (Gerrard & Javed, 1995); for

example, women mother in a cultural context (always and already)

saturated with prescriptive discourses about "motherhood,'l

"motheriog, " "chiId-reariflg, " "standards of feminine beauty, " etc.

Indeed, psychology as a discipline, for instance, has played no

small part in constituting and providing "expert advice" (and

hence, embedded itself as part of our cufture's prescriptive
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discourses) on child-care, or the importance of maternal bonding,

for example. Needless to SEry, in a patriarchal society, men have

regarded themselves as the one's having the monopoly on knowledge

of what constitutes "true motherhood." Appropriately so, O'Brien

(in Gerrard & Javed, 1995) has referred to traditional psychology

as being "malestream psychology" (p.724) , since it is embedded in

a patriarchal society that uses male language, values, pracEices,

and propriety as the standard.

2.3.3 AndrocenEriEm and Gender Polarisation

But. what are some of the major implications for mothers, the

mothering experience and practice, to exj-st. and mother in a social

hierarchy in which "male is greater than female?" (Unger, 1990).

One important implication is that women mother children in a social

context predicated on certain hidden assumptions about sex and

gender. In Bem's (1993) Eerms, women experience mothering - and

raise children - in a social world of androcentrism or maLe-

centredness: a definition of males and male experience as the

standard or norm, and females and female experience as a deviation

from that norm.

Mothering in a male-centred social milieu means, inter aIia, that

women exist, mother and experience the social world from a position

of inequality. Where social institutions are arranged to give

effect to the norm of male-centredness, women and men are

positioned in unequal positions in the social structure, positions
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where men have much more opportunity to earn money and to wield
power (Bem, 1993 ) .

Moreover, under conditions of social inequality, privileged members

in t.he society - men in patriarchal society - have control of what

Hare-Mustin and Maracek (1990) refer to as ,,meani-ng-making": the
meanings attribut.ed t.o the experience and representation of social
life is determined by men and disseminated through the largely
mal-e-owned and mal-e-controrled institutions , for example, the

media. Although experience can have many meanings (Hare-Mustin &

Maracek, 1990), certain meanings are privireged because they

conform to the explanatory systems of a mal-e-centred cult.ure.

Hence, women as mothers are not rea]Iy the owners of their
mot.hering experience. They own their experiences of mothering in
the sense that they are the ones experiencing it, and ultimately
serves as its point of reference. But when it comes to questions of
rel-evance and validity - how valid are their observations and

interpretations as mothers and what relevance does it have for
themselves, their children and husbands, and society in general?

their experience and its meanings are filtered, and hence

distorted, through the cultural dictates of the male experience. rn
other words, the meanings women attribute to their experience of
mothering, how they make sense of their own and their children,s
experiences, are only culturally acceptable Lo the extent that they

conform to male-centred discourses (systems of meaning) about
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gender and sex. rn short, then, insofar as women are trying to make

sense and understand their experiences of mothering, t.hey are
constrained by predominantly male-centred discourses of meaning.

2.3.4 Gender polarisation: Difference
Another important implication is that women mother in a cultural
context where gender polarisation (Bem, L993) , permeates the fabric
of social 1ife. social rife is organised around the principle, or
perception, that men and women are fundamentally different from one

another. Not only has this principle furnished support for the norm

of male superiority (Hare-Mustin & Maracek , 1-gg1) , but a false
symmetry has been created by the idea of difference which has
prevented both women and men from recognising inequality.

'nlhen maLe and femaLe is defined as inherently different., this has
an influence on how mot,hers - and indeed people in general - see

themselves and the world. one implication is that women as mothers
attribute differential responsibilities to mothering and fathering
work, ds they would attribute different qualities to male and

femaLe. rn Hare-Mustin and Maracek's (1990) terms, it is unlikely
that. women as mothers - those who are not aware of, or for that
matter believe in, the socially constructed nature of parenting
would consider the possibility that these so-caI1ed different
qualities which presumably distinguish between mal-e and female,
result from sociaL inequities and power differences (Hare-Mustin &

Maracek, 1990) .
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Altogether, women are experiencing mothering in a social context

which assigns an inferior status to women. Bem (1993), maintains

that because of this unequal positioning, both men and women - and

by implication male and female children - are undergoing daily
social experiences that, in turn, give rise to drastically
different ways of construing social reality.

2.3..5 Diversity and MoEhering

women (in cont.emporary patriarchal society) generally mother in
social cont.exts which portray mot.herhood and mothering as f ixed and

unchangeable categories, as the domain and responsibility of the

biologicar mother. such port.rayal, it appears, robs mothers of the

uniqueness and individuality of their mothering experiences, and is
psychologically disempowering. A focus on the diversity of the

experience of mothering, however, offers mothers of what.ever

background the opportunity to value and voice with confidence their
own experiences of mothering.

Indeed, much feminist theorising about motherhood has failed to
recognise diversity in mothering, and has projected white, middle-

class women's concerns as universal (G1enn, L994) . The Latter
author maintains that there are two problematic assumptions based

on such a generalisation: first; that mothers and their children
enjoy a degree of economic security, and second; that women have

t.he ruxury of seeing themselves as individuars in search of
personal autonomy, instead of as members of communities struggling
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for survival

It appears that one of the potentially meaningful implications of

celebrating diversity in mothering is that women as mothers

recognise that there is no need for a universally unified, enduring

and authoritative voice/model/standard of motherhood and mothering.

There is no need to question their experiences as women and as

mothers in the light of an abstract model of what it means to be a

mother. Instead, their experiences, and those of their children,

can be comprehended and justified in the Iight of their particular

material conditions shaped by the forces of racial oppression,

gender discrimination, class or economic exploitation and others.

Such theorising, which recognises diversity, indicates that

experiences of women of colour, for example, reveal very different

concerns than those of white, middle-cIass mothers: for example,

the importance of working for the physical survival of chiLdren and

the community (Gfenn, 1994). In short, the Iatter author continues,

the dialectics of power and powerlessness structures mothering

patterns in important waYS.

Different values are placed on children of different races and

cl-asses under conditions of racial discrmination and class

exploitat.ion: historically, white, middle-class children have the

highest value, and are deemed worthy of full-time, stay-at-home

mothers to nurture them to their fuII potential (Glenn, 1994) . In

contrast, racial ethnic children's Iives have long been held in low
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regard. They often l-ive in harsh urban environments where drugs,

crime, industrial pollutants and violence threaten their survival.

These harsh cl-imates which confront racial ethnic children require

that their mothers rrmake preparations for their babies to Iive" as

a central- feature of their motherwork (ColIins, 1994, p.50).

The idea that mothering is not just gendered, but also racialised,

has therefore contributed to the historical fact that different

aspects of carj-ng labour are assigned to different groups of women.

More privileged women have been able to pass off the more physical

and taxing parts of the work onto other women -white working-c1ass

women and women of colour (Glenn, 1994) . Work that separated women

of colour from their children also framed the mothering

relationship. Women who worked in domestic service engaged in work

that denied mothers access to their children (CoI1ins, 1994) .

Glenn (1994), maintains that we need ways of conceptualising

mothering that transcend the constructed oppositions of public-

private and labour-Iove, and the relegat.ion of mothering t.o the

subordinate pole of each of these dichotomies. This should be done

in conjunction with the realisation that mothering is not an

exclusive activity of biological mothers, and thaL mothers have

identities and activities outside and often in conjunction with

mothering. There are a variety of actors engaged in mothering that

needs to be recognised (Glenn, 1994) .
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2.3.6. Violence against Women

In a maLe-dominated society, viofence, and equally important, the

threat and/or expectation of violence permeates the Iives and sense

of self of almost all women (Duffy , 1995 Kaschack , 1'992) . Duffy

maintains that, for women and girls, the family (in patriarchal

society) remains the most dangerous and violent institution: wife

abuse was for generations in most societies simply experienced as

part of everyday life as people saw violence between husbands and

wives as an unfortunate, shameful, and very private aspect of

married life. In some instances, even, such vj-olence was and is

socially sanctioned as appropriate mascul-ine behaviour.

In sum, it appears from research evidence that for women around the

world, Iove and marriage do not provide protection from violence

(Kaschak, l-992) . Indeed it is argued that the various forms of

vio1ence (against women) and, perhaps more importantly, the fear of

violence, perform an invaluable social control- function for men and

patriarchal traditions by encouraging women to tread lightly in the

public domain, to restrict their activities, to accept whatever

sanctuary marriage (and motherhood) may offer, and to avoid

cha1tenging male preserves such as male-dominat.ed jobs and sociaL

institutions (Duffy, l-995). The socio-cultural context, which

continues to assert that women are less important and less valuable

than men, serves to perpetuate the viol-ence (Macleod, in Duf fy,

1995) . The latter author indicates that no amount of economic,

social, or class-based privilege can absolutely protect women from
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violence in a patriarchal society

2.4 MOTHERING AI{D GEIIDER STEREOTYPING

2.4.1 Gender Stereotlping

Peterson and Runyan (1993), are of the opinion that in every aspect

of our lives, w€ are bombarded with gender stereotypes. A gender

stereotype consists of beliefs about the psychological traits and

characteristics as weII as the activities appropriate to men and

women (Brannon, 1996) .

The concepts of gender role and gender stereot.ype tend to be

related. When people associate a pattern of behaviour with either

women or men, they may overl-ook the individual variations and

exceptions and come to believe that the behaviour is inevitably

associated with one, and not the other, gender. Gender stereotypes

are very influential, affecting conceptualisations of women and men

and establishing social categories for gender (Brannon, 7996) .

By providing unquestioned categories and connections, stereotypes

can mark actual relationships and in effect "excuse,

discrimination. Stereotypes, because they oversimplify,

overgeneralise, are resistant to change, and promote inaccurate

images, significantly affect how we see ourselves, others, and

social organisation generally (Peterson & Runyan, 1993) . Hence,

according to these authors, stereotypes are political because they

both reproduce and natural-ise (depoliticise) unequal power
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relations. They reproduce inequalities by being self-fulfilling:If

we expect certain behaviours, we may act in ways that. in fact

create and reinforce such behaviours. (Expecting girls to hate

mechanics and mathematics affects how much encouragement we give

them; without expectations of success or encouragement, girls may

avoid or do poorly in these activities.) Furthermore, stereotypes

naturalise inequalities by presenting subordinated groups

negatively. When members of such groups internalise oppressive

stereot)rpes, they may hold themselves - rather than social

structures - responsible for undesirable outcomes (Brannon, 1995) .

Thinking in terms of stereotyped (gender) dichotomies "promotes

patterns of thought and action that are static (unable to

acknowledge or address change), stunted (unable to envision

alternatives), and dangerously oversimplified (unable to

accommodate the complexities of social reality) " (Peterson & Runyan,

1-993, p.24) .

2.4.2 Mothering and Gender Stereotlping: Dif ference

Most people seem to share the conception that questions concerning

gender typically means and has to do with differences between men

and women as groups of people: how women differ from men (Hare-

Mustin & Maracek, 1990) . Such a conception takes for granted that

women and men - and male and female children - are fundamentally

differenL kinds or categories of people. In other words, women and

men as groups are perceived as having different traits: different
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temperaments, characters, outlooks and opinions, abilities,

whole structures of personality (ConneII, 1-987).

even

If you ask parents whether they treat their children differently

simply on the basis of sex, most would probably say rrno. rr There is

considerable evidence, according to Renzetti and Curran (1995),

that what parents say they do and what they actually do are often

not the same. Nevertheless, it is commonplace knowledge that girls

and boys are differentiated as soon as they are born:

conventionally they are dressed in different colours, different

words are used to describe them, and their behaviour and actions

are interpreted and responded to differently (Glenn, t994\ .

Indeed, Brannon (1995) suggests that no matter how Iiberal or

egalitarian the parents say they are, children will stiIl show

sexist stereotypes during the early elementary school years.

A controversial yet interesting perspective from within the

Psychoanalytic Feminist tradition suggests that within patriarchal

society, mothering practices are so constrained and channelled by

paLriarchal discourses and institutions, that mothers cannot help

but be instrumental - mostly unintentionally, it seems (Peterson &

Runyan, 1993) , - in giving concrete expression - through child-

rearing practices - to the belief in difference. Arguing from

within this tradition, Chodorow (1989) suggests that where mothers

are the primary caret.akers of very young children, female infants

are treated in ways that contribute to the experience of
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connectedness and identification with the mother, while male

infants are treated in ways conducive to the experience of

separation. This early experience provides each gender with its
supposed characteristic orientation to the world and to other

persons - connect.edness for women, and autonomy for men. Women and

men thus differ fundament.ally in basic personality as a result of

crucial and continuing differences in socialisation, beginning in
infancy. In other words, Chodorow maintains, because mothers are

the same gender as their daughters and have been girls themselves,

they tend not to experience infant daughters as separat.e from

themselves in the same way as mothers with sons (McGuire, l-991) . [a

detailed discussion of Chodorow's theory will fo]Iow laterl .

This position has been criticised by those who maintain that

mothering itself cannot be the legitimate source for the origin of

differences between males and females. In a sense, then, Chodorow's

perspective (unintentionally) implies that we should hold mothers

responsible for their children's (later) use of gender

discriminatory practices. On the contrary, w€ need to incorporate

into our analysis the dimension of social power (Bem, 7993;

Kaschak, 1992) . Such analysis would reveal that what is responsible

for the construction of conventionally gendered men and women is

not the mother-chiId dynamic, but the assignment of women and men

to different and unequal positions in the social structure.

Gender socialisation is accomplished not only through parent-child
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structure theirinteraction, but. also

children' s environment

through the ways parents

(Renzetti & Curran, 1995) .

2.4.3 The Gendered structure of children,s Environurent,

Gender socialisation gets under way almost immediately after a

chitd is born. Research shows, for instance, that the vast majority
of comments parents make about their babies immediately following
birth concern the babies' sex (woollett et a1., L9g2) parents tend
to respond differently to newborns on the basis of sex. Research

indicated, for example, that when asked to describe their babies

within twenty-four hours of birth, new parents frequently use

gender stereotypes. rnfant girls are described as tiny, soft, and

delicate, buL parents of infant boys use adjectives such as strong,
a1ert, and coordinated to describe their babies (Renzetti & Curran,

1995 ) .

It appears that parents' initial- stereot)rped perceptions of their
children may Iay the foundation for t.he differential treatment of
sons and daughters. Maccoby and Jacklin (tgl+) found that parents

tend t.o elicit more gross motor activity from their sons than from

their daughters. Parents also tend t.o engage in rougher, more

physical play with infant sons than with infant daughters
(MacDonald & Park, 1985). This is especially the case with respect

to father-infant interactions. Parents are also more likeIy to
believe - and to act on the belief - that daughters need more help

than sons (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) . In these ways parents may be
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aggressive, while training their daughters to be dependent

helpless (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) .
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and

and

Studies suggest that there are gender-differentiated patterns of

communication where parents treat their sons as though they are

more val-uable than their daughters (Unger & Crawford, L992) . Such

differential treatment of boys and girls, the l-atter authors

maintain, appears to be consistent with producing a pattern of

independence and efficacy in boys, and a pattern of emotional

sensitivity, nurturance, and helplessness in girls. Maccoby (L987),

is of t.he view that in giving dolls to girls but not boys, a

culture signals its inclusion of nurturance in its definition of a

Iittle girl's femininicy. Fivush (1989) found that the one emotion

that. parents discuss extensively with their sons, but not with

daughters is anger, thus perhaps sending children the message that.

anger is an appropriate emotion for boys to express, but not girIs.
One outcome is that by the age of two, girls Eypically use more

emotion words than boys (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) .

Gender polarisation, Bem (1993) maintains, continues at home, where

parents dress their children in pink or b1ue, "coif them with long

hair or short, tell them they can't wear or play with either this
item of clothing or that toy because it's 'just for boys' or 'just
for girIs"' (p.145). Furthermore, parental differentiation occurs

not only in terms of toy selection and play with children, but also
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in terms of the kinds of tasks that children are assigned at home.

In almost aI1 cultures surveyed by Whiting and Edwards (1988,' Unger

& Crawford, 1992) , girls are more likeIy to be assigned tasks that.

involve domest.ic and child care responsibilities, whereas boys are

more frequent.Iy assigned tasks that take them away from home and

which may involve other boys.

Weitzman et al-. (1985) found that parents provide more of the kind

of verbal stimulation thought to foster cognitive development to

their sons than to their daughters. This research included mothers

who professed not to adhere to traditional gender stereotypes.

Although the differential treatment of sons and daughters was less

pronounced among these mothers, these authors suggested, it was by

no means absent.

It appears, furthermore, that children are born into a world that

largely prefers boys over gir1s. Williamson (1,976) suggests that

some common reasons for this preference are that boys carry on the

family name (assuming that the daughter will take her husband's

name at marriage) and that boys are both easier and cheaper to

raise. The smal-1 minority - in williamson's research - that

preferred girls seemed to value them for their traditionally

feminine traits: they are supposedly neater, cuddlier, cuEer, and

more obedient than boys. These attitudes are closely associated

with parental expectations of children's behaviour and tend to

reflect gender stereotypes (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) .
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The perception of difference seems so pervasive that. parenLs,

according to Unger and Crawford (1-992), appear largely unaware of

the extent to which they treat their young sons and daughters

differently: boys are raised to be primarily productive and

independent, while girls are raised to show emotional sensitivity,
nurturance and helplessness.

Mot.hers who share this conventional belief about gender difference,

I suggest., would also be more likely to interpret and make sense of

the experiences of their children on the basis of the gender or sex

of the individual children involved. For they tend Lo conceptualise

differences of any kind as intrinsic to the individuals rather than

as the result of interaction between them. In other words, males

and females differ because of what is essentially within them

(Unger, 1990) .

The belief that people should be regarded and treated differently
because they belong to different and separate gender categories,

will also predispose those, who share such a belief, to have

differential expectations concerning people's behaviour and

experiences. Thus, boys are not supposed to show emotional-

sensitivity and appear helpless for these are the seemingly

"natural" attributes of girIs. The latter, when she cries and seems

helpless in a particular situation, is merely doing what aII girls

are conventionally expected to do.
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I want to reiterate my suggestion that. mothers who share the

conventional conception that the two genders are fundamentally

different kinds of people are 1ike1y to construe the experiences of

her children - depending on their sex and gender - on the basis of

preconceived expectations which, in turn, is 1ike1y to shape the

kind and quality of mothering towards her chil-dren. Their

experiences and practices of mothering are furthermore like1y to

confirm such conventional assumptions about gender difference: that

boys and girls are fundamentally different categories of people and

should be treated as such; they are more likely to reward and

punish "appropriaterr or rrinappropriate" gender behaviour. I believe

this is one of a myriad of ways in which t.he basis for gender

discrimination is Iaid among children.

It is important t.hat this scenario be understood in its proper

context or else we end up blaming only mothers - who share the

convent.ional belief about gender differences - for their children's
gender discriminatory practices. The fact that the perception of

difference is so pervasive, ds suggested above, indicates another

crucial piece of the puzzle: the wider social and cultural (met.a- )

messages about gender (difference) constitute an extremely powerful

and ubiquitous presence confronting and const.raining mothers. It is
not difficult to comprehend that - when everyone else in a

particular social context seems to treat and regard male and female

children as essentially different categories of people - an

enormous challenge, with potentially devastating social and
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psychological consequences, are facing those who believe that mal-es

and females have more in common than they have differences.

What about mothers who claim that they do not share the

conventional stereotypes about gender difference: how different,

and what is the extent of difference, of their mothering practices?

Are they more Iikely to mother children to be less gender

stereotypical? I believe a simple "yesr'-response would be naj-ve and

unrealistic, for various reasons.

On the one hand, women as mothers are socially constrained within

and by a system of pat.riarchal val-ues (within contemporary Western

industrial society) where gender continues to function as a central

organising principle in social institutions (Lott, 1990) , and where

males are more valued than females (Kaschak, L992; Bem, 1993). A

major implication of this, poinEed out by Hare-Mustin and Maracek

(1990), is that men and women, and male and female children, differ

widely in access to resources and to opportunities for personal

growth. If boys, for example, are allowed to play at distances

further from home than are girls, it provides them with greater

opportunity to explore al-ternative environments which contribute to

the development of great.er independence (Unger & Crawford, 1992).

A1so, in a social context which regards males as the more valued

sex (Unger & Crawford, 1992), women in general and women as mothers

cannot help but being psychologically constrained. In such a
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context, a mother who believes that her children (irrespective of

their gender) should be treated and raised as if there is no

difference between them, is not merely challenging the notion of

gender difference as a social phenomenon, but risks stepping

outside her assigned position within the broader social hierarchy
(Bem, l-993) . This can have potential negative implications for a

woman's status and experience as a mother.

Patriarchal cul-ture seems to have an endl-ess supply of ingenuous

st.rategies designed to enforce and reinforce gender difference

even where it is not found. For it is a basic aspect of the gender

system, according to Kaschak (L992) , to enforce its dictates

through the use of the extremely powerful psychological mechanism

of shame or humiliation. Just as it is repugnant for a boy to be

thought of as being Iike a gir1, for example, can it be humiliating
for a mot.her to be judged - and risk being marginalised - by her

peers as unfit to be a mother.

Hence the well-documented finding that alt.hough many parents deny

any intent.ion to distinguish between their sons and daughters, a

chil-d's gender is perceived to be a significant factor in the

experience of mothering (Unger & Crawford, L9g2\ . G1enn (L994) ,

maintains that even women who have been influenced by feminist

thinking and are aware of the social consLruction of gender, do not

consider the sex of their children insignificant. as there is the

awareness of the differences between boys and girls as social
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genders

2.5 CHILDREN'S USE OF GENDER STEREOTYPING

Gender stereot)pes provide a system for classifying people that
operates as a standard throughout people's lives, influencing their
expectations for self and others, as well as in making judgements

about people based on their gender-related characteristics and

behaviours (Brannon, L996) . whiting and Edwards' (1988) , and

williams and Best,s (1990) research revealed more similarities than

differences in the gender stereotypes of many curtures. They

identified six adjectives that were male associated in all of the

six curtures they studied - adventurous, dominant, forceful,
independent, masculine, and strong - and three adjectives that were

female identified in all cul-t.ures - sentimenLar, submissive, and

superstitious. Meehan and Janik (1990) propose that once

sE.ereot)rpes are socially formed and shared, people percej_ve Ehat

relationships exist between gender and various behaviours even when

no relationships exist, or the relationship is not as strong as

their perceptions indicate.

2.5.L Development of Gender Stereotl4pes: Learning' Gender

Children are not born with gender stereotypes, or any other form of
stereotypical beliefs and practices for that. matter. Instead they

learn how to be males and females in a particuLar society, with its
particular attributions and expectations, that. become organised

according to the dualistic gender system (Kaschak, ]-gg2) . As
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age. fn

not all,

sense of

born,

communication directed at the newborn

gender (Brannon, 1996) .

Research indicates that gender Iearning consists of several

components, which children begin to acquire around age two years

and may not complete until they are 7 or 8 years o1d. The first of

these component.s to be learned is the ability to labe1 the sexes

and themseLves in relation to the caregiver. This inj-tiaI gender

i-nformation may be adequate t.o al-Iow children to begin to develop

gender st.ereotypes. "Once children can accurately 1abel Lhe sexes,

they begin to form gender stereotypes and their behaviour is

influenced by these gender-associated expectations" (Martin and

LittIe, 1990, p.1430). Thus, there seems to be a tendency for
children to develop an understanding of their own gender before

they acquire a sense of other children's gender identity.

By way of introducing the discussion on the development of gender

stereotypes in children, I thought it useful to briefly refer to

Martin and Little's (fggO) proposed pattern of gender stereotlpe

development: In the first stage children have learned

characteristics and behaviours associated directly with each

gender, such as the toy preferences of each. In this stage they

have not learned that many secondary associations with gender, and

these associations are essential- to the formation of stereotypes.
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In the second stage, "children begin to develop the more indirect

and complex associations for information relevant to their own sex

but have yet to learn these associations for information relevant

to the opposite sexrr (Brannon, 1-995, p.173) . In the third stage,

children have learned these indirect and complex associations for
the other gender as well as their own, giving them the capability
of forming stereotypes for both women and men.

Socialisation is the process by which a society's values and norms,

including those pertaining to gender, are taught and Iearned

(Renzetti & Curran, 1995) . These authors maintain that gender

socialisation is often a conscious effort in that expectations are

reinforced with explicit rewards and punishments. It may also be

more subtle, with gender messages relayed implicitly through

children's clothing, the way their rooms are decorated, and the

toys they are given for pIay.

Before discussing children's use of gender stereotyping, I think it
is necessary to focus briefly on the process of gender formation:

that is, learning how to be males and f emal-es in a particul-ar

social context. It seems appropriate in that, I believe, the

acquisition of gender stereotypical beliefs, attitudes and

behaviours emerge in large part as producrs of the psychological

and social impact of practices of gender formation on children.

Children, for instance, often acquire gender stereotypical beliefs
about certain toys or forms of dress as the result of the
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experience of constant shame and humiliation (at the hands of their

peers) should they veer from practices which are not seen as

appropriate for their gender identity. I will briefly consider four

major theories - identification theory, social learning theory,

cognitive-developmental theory, and social- constructionism - which

have been most popular in theorising how children acquire gender

identities and stereotypical beliefs about gender.

2.5.2 ldentification Theory

Chodorow (rggg) offers a revision of identification theory that

places gender acquisition in a social cont.ext while drawing on

psychoanalytic (object relations) theory. She aims to explain why

females grow up to be the primary caretakers of children and why

t.hey develop stronger affective ties with children than males do.

Her suggestion is that identification is more difficult for boys

since t.hey must psychologically separaEe from t.heir mothers and

model themselves after a parent who is Iargely absent from home,

their fathers. Consequently, boys become more emotionally detached

and repressed than girls. Girls, in contrast, do not experience

this psychological separation. Instead, mothers and daughters

maintain an intense, ongoing relationship with one another. From

this, daughters acquire the psychological capabilities for

mothering, and "feminine personality comes to define itself in

rel-ation and connection to other people more than masculine

personalit.y does" (Chodorow, 1989, p.83) .
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In reLation to Chodorow's view, Lorber et aI. (1981) argue that the

sexual division of labour in which only women care for infants is

not present in all societ.ies. Thus the developmental seguence

described by Chodorow possibly applies only to Western families,

and not alI Western families at that. Joseph (fgAf) argues that

Chodorow's version of identification does not accurately reflect

the experiences of most. African-American mothers and daught.ers. The

presence of muLtiple mothering figures (grandmothers, godmothers,

aunts) require that extensions or modifications to Chodorow's model

are necessary t.o account f or racial-, ethnic, and social class

differences in gender acquisition.

2.5.3 Soeial Learning Theory

Adherents of this perspective suggest that the notion of

reinforcement - a behaviour consistently followed by a reward will

Iikely occur again, whereas a behaviour fol-l-owed by a punishment

will rarely reoccur - applies to the way children and people in

general Iearn, including the way they learn gender (Renzetti a

Curran, 1995) . Thus children acquire their respective gender by

being rewarded for gender-appropriate behaviour and punished for

gender-inappropriate behaviour. Often the rewards and punishments

are direct. and take the form of praise or admonishment. Children

also learn t.hrough indirect reinforcement; for example, they may

learn about the conseguences of certain behaviours just by

observing the actions and outcomes of others (Bronstein, 1988) .
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Socia1 learning theory further posits that children learn also by

imitating or modelling those around them and that children will

most like1y imitate those who positively reinforce their behaviour.

Children al-so seem to model themselves after adults whom they

perceive to be warm, friendly, and powerful (that is, those adults

who are/appear to be in control of resources or privileges that the

child values) . Others (Bussey & Bandura, 1-984) suggest that

children wilI imitate individuals most Iike themselves: Lhis

includes same-sex parents and older same-sex siblings, but teachers

and media personalities also serve as effective models for

children.

2.5.4 Cogmitive Developmental Theory

The theory holds that children Iearn gender (and gender

stereotypes) through their mental efforts to organise their social

world. As young children are act.ively looking for pattrerns in t.he

physical and social world (Bem, 1993), they are also actively

structuring their understanding of gender rofes (Richardson, 1993).

The latter author argues that all children go through a stage of

wanting to conform to stereotlped expectations of what girls and

boys are 1ike, irrespective of what their parents or teachers may

Say or do. Once they become aware they are a girl or boy, around

the age of two to three, they seek out opportunities to behave in

ways which they See aS being'female'or'maIe.' In other words,

r,Once they discover these cat.egories or regularit ies , they

spontaneously construct a self and a set of social rules consistent
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with them'r (Bem, 1-993, p.7L2)

At this a9e, the child's understanding of what it means to be a

girl or boy is very restrict.ed. Richardson (1993) maintains that

doing what girls or boys are expected to do is what being a girl or

being a boy actually means: 'rYou are a girl because you play with

dolls. You are a boy because you wear trousers and not a

dress" (pp.134-135) . It is further believed that as children develop

cognitively, they become aware that masculinity and femininity are

not absolute but rel-ative concepts, whose meaning can vary

(Richardson, 1993).

Sex is a very useful organising category, oy "schema" for young

children as it. is "a stable and easily discriminable natural

category" (Bem, 1-993, p.L72\ . Children first use the category to

l-abel themselves and to organise their own identities. They then

apply the schema to others in an effort to organise traits and

behaviour into two classes, masculine or feminine, and they attach

values to what they observe - either gender-appropriate ( "good" ) or

gender-inappropriate ("bad") (Renzetti & Curran, 1995, p.85-85).

Cann and Palmer (1985) suggest Ehat this perspect.ive helps to

explain young chil-dren's strong preferences for sex-typed toys and

activities, as welI as why they express rigidly stereotyped ideas

about gender. Recent research (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) indicates

that not everyone uses sex and gender as fundamental organising
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categories or schemas; there are some individuals who may be

considered gender "aschemaLic, " although they themselves have

developed gender identities.

2.5.5 Social Constructionisn and Gender Acquisition

Bem (1993) suggests that there appear t.o be two fundamentaL

assumpLions about the process of individual gender formation:

first, that there are hidden assumptions about sex and gender

embedded in a culture's discourses and social practices - that. are

internalised by the developing child; and, second, once Lhese

hidden assumptions have been internarised, they predispose the

chiId, and later the adu]t, to construct an identity thaL is
consistent with these hidden assumptions about sex and gender.

This process of gender formation - beginning with categorising

children as male or female on the basis of their biological
characteristics and gradually transforming them into masculine and

feminine adults (Hare-Mustin & Maracek, 1990) - has to be

understood in the context that all societies have an overarching

need to prepare each succeeding generation of young people to take

their required places in the social structure.

Such cultural- preparat.ion includes that children be differentiated
and moulded according to t.he two conventional categories of male

and female genders. Weedon (1987), refers to this cultural moulding

as a process of const.ituting particular modes of gendered
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the emotional as we]1 as

the mental and psychic capacities of maLe and female children. For

Bem (1993), this process is socially deemed necessary as male and

female children must be shaped to fit their very different adult

roles.

Thus the social consLruction of conventionally gendered women and

men, and male and female children, is achieved by situating people

in a culture whose discourses and social practices are organised

around the hidden assumptions of androcentrism and gender

polarisation. Social practices, following Bem, not only programs

different and unequal social experiences for males and females,

they also transfer the androcentric and gender polarising

assumptions of the culture to the psyche of the individual (Bem,

1993) . A metamessage about gender is sent, for instance, every time

children observe that although their mother can drive a car, their

father is the one who drives when their parents or the family go

out together (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) .

It appears, following Weedon's (L987) argument, that an essential

part of the cultural programming of children's daily social

experiences involves - from the point of view of the dominant

patriarchal discourse on what is "natural" and "normaI" in rel-ation

to gender - that children develop a conscious awareness of a

consistent view of the essentially non-contradictory nature of

gender identity/subjectivity. In other words, boys will come to
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Iearn what it means to be (and remain) boys and what it means to be

different from girls and hence, t.rying to look or be l-ike a girl is

"unnatural. "

Furthermore, becoming conventionally gendered in an

androcentric/ma1e-centred society also means, according to Bem

(1993), that certain social practices communicate to both male and

female children and adults that mal-es are t.he privileged sex and

the male perspective is the privileged perspective. It also entails

differential treatment of the two sexes, ds well as restricted

access to certain roles, sLatuses, and opportunities on the basis

of gender (Hare-Mustin & Maracek, 1990) . Gender-polarising social

practices, on the other hand, program different social experiences

for males and females, and they communj-cate to both males and

females that. the male-female distinction is extraordinarily
imporLant, and that it has relevance to virtually every aspect of

human experience (Bem, 1993) .

ChiLdren are believed to be ripe to receive these cultural

transmissions because they are active, pattern-seeking human

beings. By the time people become adults, it is not just the

culture that imposes boundaries on their definitions of gender

appropriateness, it is their own willingness to conform to these

boundaries and evaluate t.hemselves and others in terms of them.

What they have internalised as children is a social/cu1tural

definition of sex, not a biological one, so that the cues children
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also social/cu1tural
than biological

2.6 CHILDREN AI{D GEIIDER STEREOTYPING

2.6.1 Functions of Stereotlping

Brannon (rgg0) maintains that the structure and function of
stereotypes are important in understanding the impact of gender on

peopre's rives. Because stereotypes - as composite images -filter
how we "see, " they attribute - often incorrect.Iy and always too

generally - certain characteristics to whole groups of people.

oversimplification in stereotypes encourages us to ignore

complexity and contradictions that might prompt us to challenge the

status quo (Peterson & Runyan, 1,993) . The latter authors suggest

that the use of stereot)t)es encourages the perception that
particular behaviours are timeless and inevitable.

Like Peterson and Runyan, Hoffman and Hurst (1990) propose that

stereotyping offers rationalisations for existing situations and

aIIows people to avoid thinking about the complexities of gender.

Fiske (1993) is of the view that power and control underlies

stereotyping in that t'stereotyping and power are mutually

reinforcing because stereotlping itself exerts control, maintaining

and justifying the status quo" @.622) .

For children, using stereotypes may provide simplification which
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may be a necessary part of dealing with a complex world (Bem,

1993). Adolescents and adul-ts, however, are be]ieved to be capable

of considering information about individuals and allowing

violations of stereotypical prescriptions for behaviour.

Nevertheless, maintains Brannon (1995), adolescents and adults

stil1 have access to strong stereotypes, and these views influence

their expectations about gender-reLated behaviour.

Virtually every significant dimension of a child's environment -his

or her clothing, bedroom, toys, and to a fesser extent., books - is

structured according to cultural expectations of appropriate

gendered behaviour. Even parents who see themselves as egalitarian

tend to provide their children with different experiences and

opportunities and respond to them differently on t.he basis of sex

(Weisner et dI. , L994) . Consequently, children cannot help but

conclude that sex is an importanE social category (Renzet.ti c

Curran, 1995) .

2.6.2 Physical Appearance: CloLhes

It seems that within western industrialised societies, clothes

serve as a marker for differentiating beween the sexes (Bem, 1993;

Richardson, 1993) . The easiest and most accurate way for a stranger

to determine the sex of an infant, according to Shakin et aI .

(1985; Bem, 1-993) is by looking at a baby's clothing. Indeed, there

continues to exist a differentiation between clothes for girls and

clothes for boys (Richardson, 1993). The style and colour of
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clothing is a way of emphasising what gender a child is and can

influence the way they are treated. The colour of the clothing

alone is believed to supply a reliable clue for sex l-abelIing:

Indeed, the vast majority of the girls (in Shakin's study observing

infants in suburban shopping mal1s) wore pink or yeI1ow, while most

boys were dressed in b1ue or red.

In a famous study (Richardson, 1993), a group of mothers were

observed playing with a six-month-oId child dressed in a frilly
pink dress and call-ed Beth. Their behaviour was compared to that of

a different group of mothers who were observed ptaying with the

same child, but this time dressed in blue rompers and given the

name Adam. What the researchers found was that people reacted

differently towards a child depending on whether they think it is
a girl or a boy based on indicators like clothes and names (WiII et

dI., in Richardson, 1993).

Clothing appears to play a significant part in gender social-isation

in two ways. First, by informing others about the sex of the child,
clothing sends implicit messages about how the child should be

treated. "When someone interacts with a child and a sex labe1 is
available, the label functions to direct behaviour along t.he lines

of traditional gender ro1es" (Shakin et a1., 1985, p.955) . Secondly,

certain t.ypes of clothing encourage or discourage particular
behaviours or activities. Girls in frilly dresses, for example, are

discouraged from rough-and-tumble play, whereas boys' physical
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movement is rarely impeded by their clothing. Boys are expected to

be more active than gir1s, and the styles of the clothing designed

for them reflect this gender stereotlpe. Hence, cl-othing serves as

one of the most basic means by which parents organise their

chil-dren's world along gender-specific lines (Renzetti & Curran,

199s) .

2.5.3 Toys

Toys are also believed to play a major part in gender

socialisat.ion. They not. only entertain children, but aLso t.each

them particular skills and encourage them to explore through play

a variety of roles they may one day occupy as adults. If we provide

boys and girls with very dif f erent t.ypes of toys, w€ are

essentially training them for separaLe (and unequal) roles as

adults (Unger & Crawford, L992) . We are subtly telling Lhem that

what t.hey may do, as well as what they can do, is largely

determined (and Iimited) by their sex (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) .

In contemporary toy catalogues, most toys are gender-linked (Cann

& Palmer, 1985) . Many of the toys targeted at girls are domestic

toys (miniature irons, microwaves, cookers, washing machines, etc.)

or fashion accessories for themselves or their doIIs. Toys aimed at

boys are more Iikely to encourage mechanical- or scientific skilIs,

sports and outdoor activities, and war games (Richardson, 1993) .

Toy catalogues are directed primarily at parents. Parents typically
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encourage their children to play with gender-stereot)rlged toys,

while discouraging them from playing with t.oys associated with the

opposite sex (Unger & Crawford, 1992). Chil-dren are receiving very

clear gender messages about the kinds of toys they are supposed to

want. These messages are reinforced by their parents, by television

commercials, by the pictures on toy packaging (Shakin et dI.,

1985) . By the age of two, children show a preference for gender-

stereotyped toys (Roopnarine, 1985) .

Toys for boys tend to encourage exploration, manipulation,

invention, construction, competition, and aggression. Girls' toys

typically rate high on manipulability, but also creativity,

nurturance, and attractiveness (Roopnarine, 1985) . It seems that

"playing with girls' vs boys' toys may be related to the

development of differential cognitive and/or social skilIs in girls

and boys" (Unger & Crawford, 1992).

2.6.4 Children'E Stories

A lot of the literature deconstructing stories written for children

indicate that they tend to reflect traditional gender roles. Davies

(1989) read storybooks with feminist themes Lo groups of preschool

girls and boys from various racial and ethnic and social class

backgrounds. She found that the majority of children expressed a

dislike for, and an inability, to identify with storybook

characters who were acting in nont.raditional roles or engaged in
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cross-gender activities. There were no differences (in responses)

across racial-, ethnic, or sociaL class lines. what did emerge as

significant. was parents' early efforts to socialise their children
in nonsexist, non-gender-potarising ways. Two children in the study

whose parent,s did not support polarised gender socialisation did
not see anything wrong with characters engaged in cross-gendered

behaviours and had less difficulty identifying with these

characters.

2.7 THE SOCIAL AI{D PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF PRACTfCES OF GENDER

FOR!,TATION ON CHII,DREN

rt seems that children's acquisition and use of gender

stereot.ypicar beliefs, attitudes and behavj-our emerge in large part
as the products of the psychological and social impact of practices

of gender formation in a gender-polarised and male-centred society.
The issue I wish to consider here is how children do gender (West

& Zimmerman, 1992): how do they emproy or use gender stereotylping

in their everyday lives?

Between ages 5 and t0 years children seem to have very littre
tolerance for exceptions Lo the rules they have come to understand

concerning gender (Brannon, 1,99G) . For children, according to
Brannon, tend to conceptualise the world in terms of male and

female, and variations on this dichotomy are unwercome. This

thinking leads children to have stereot.ypicar pictures of men,

women, boys, and girls. children may even be upset by adurts whose
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This is a debatable issue, however, as others (e.g.Brannon, 1,996)

refer to findings which suggest that with increased gender

stereotype knowledge comes both the acceptance of such stereot)pes

as well as the ability to make individual exceptions to these

stereotypes. The latter ability al-lows for gender flexibility

rather than the rigid acceptance of gender stereotypes.

Biernat (L99L) found that the flexible application of gender

stereot.ypes increases with age. She observed that younger children

relied more on gender information about individuals when making

judgements about people, whereas older individuals took into

account information about deviations from gender stereotypes. This

pattern of development indicates that the acquisition of

information about gender stereotypes is accompanied by greater

flexibility in the use of stereotypes, but that the tendency to

rely on the stereoEype is always present (Brannon, 1995) .

2.7 .l Early Peer Group SocialieaEion

Perhaps the powerful impact of processes of gender formation on

children is best illustrated by the common finding in research

that, after a few years of gender socialisation, adults become less

important and gender socialisation becomes the responsibility of

peers (Unger & Crawford, 7992) : Same-sex peers appear to be the

most potent agents of gender socialisation (Fagot, in Unger &

Crawford, a992) . It seems that by the time children reach the first

grade, preference for same-sex companions no Ionger needs to be
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supported by adults but has become part of the group processes of

the children themselves. Preference for same-sex peers is also

associated both with a devaluation of the others' sex and an

avoidance of activities associated with that sex (Unger & Crawford,

1,992) .

SociaLisation is thus not a one-way process from adults to

children: children socialise one another through their everyday

interactions in the home and at. play. Davj-es (1989) suggest that

one of young children's first attempts at sociat differentiation is

through increasing sex segregation. Observations of young children

at play indicate that they voluntarily segregate themselves into

same-sex groups. This preference for play with same-sex peers,

according to the Iatter authors, emerges between the ages of two

and three and grows stronger as children move from early to middle

chil-dhood.

There is considerable evidence that children reward gender-

appropriate behaviour (Unger & Crawford, t99D . Boys especially are

criticised more by their peers for cross-gender play, but both boys

and girls who choose gender-appropriate toys are more likely to

have other children play with them (Roopnarine, 1985) . Available

data indicate that at the very least, young children should be

considered partners with parents and other caregivers in

socialisation, including gender socialisation (Renzetti & Curran,

t 99s) .
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The above point is echoed by West and Zimmerman (1992) , who

reported that children very early on come to be involved in a self-

regulating process as they begin to monitor their own and others'

conduct with regard to its gender implications. Maccoby (L987) ,

suggest.s for example, that we can explain sex-segregation in

childhood on the following basis: first.1y, children are able quite

early to recognise their own gender and those of others. They are

drawn to other children who are perceived as the same with respect

to a number of attributes of which gender is a salient one.

Secondly, chil-dren have been taught some gender stereotypes, and

once they can recognise the sex of other children, these

stereotypes come into pIay. The point is that same-gender play

preferences emerge quite early - earlier than most children are

capable of coding ot.her children's gender as "same as me. "

2.7.2 Phyeical Appearancee

Many young (American) children, according to Bem (1993), pay more

attention to hairstyle and clothing than to genitalia in

ident.ifying, and making attributes about, gender. Prepubertal male

and female children are dressed differently - Eo polarise their
physical appearancea - so that their sex will be apparent even when

their genitalia are hidden from view (Bem, 1993). Picariello et al.
(1990), demonstrated in their study that preschool children shared

prevailing societal- stereotypes linking colours and gender: t.hey

identified clothing colour as one of several defining attributes of

gender.
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External- physical characteristics appear to be extremely important,

for both adults and children, in the construction of gender

stereotypes. Cues as to physical appearance have been found to

carry the greatest. weight in subsequent gender-related judgements,

influencing inferences of traits, role behaviours, and occupational

position (Deaux, 1987) . The ready availability of information about

physical characteristics thus serves as a point of initial

inference - a point. beyond which the casual observer may not pass.

The stereotypic inference process among children and adults may

begin as soon as the visual information is available, and they may

not wait to find out whether their inferences are actually based in

fact (Deaux, ]-987) .

Deaux and Lewis (in Deaux, l-987 ) investigated the content of gender

stereot)pes and identified four separate components that people use

to differenEiat.e male from female - traits, behaviours, physical

characteristics, and occupations. Given a gender labe1 for a target

person, people will make j-nferences concerning the person's

appearance, traits, glender role behaviour, and occupation.

Information about one component can affect the others, with people

attempting to maint.ain consistency among the components. They also

found that people relied more on physical informat.ion than on

traits, behaviours, or occupational information in making gender-

related judgements. Physical appearance was the most influential of

these components, affecting the other components more strongly than

information about traits, behaviours, or occupations affected
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judgements about appearance

2.7 .3 Stereotl4ges: Boys vs Girls
The literature on children's gender-stereotypical behaviour also

indicates the fairly common observation t.hat boys show stronger

gender-typed preferences than girls at every age. Older girls

become more ftexible and older boys less flexible t.han their

younger counterparts (Xatz & BoswelI, in Unger & Crawford, 1992) .

The Iatter authors suggest that part of the reason for this sex-

related difference is that younger girls are permitted more

latitude in their active toy preferences and behaviours than are

younger boys.

It is also reported that boys show a greater number of stereotypes

than girls at. an earlier age than do girls. Boys more than girls

have been found to choose gender-stereotypical toys for themselves

(O'Keefe & Hyde, in Unger & Crawford, 1992). Children (especially

boys) actively unlearn those traits and behaviours stereotlpically

associated with the other sex. Burman (in Unger & Crawford, !992) ,

suggest.s that nurturant impulses are present in boys and girls at

an early d9e, but boys learn to withhold responsiveness to young

infants because it is perceived to be incompatible with mascul-ine

rol-es. It is suggested that a boy who prefers stereotypical

feminine activities is regarded as doubly deviant, for he is

engaged in behaviour that is not only considered inappropriate for

an individual of his sex, but that is also of lower status than
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masculine behaviours (Unger & Crawford, 1,992) .

2.8 (GEIIDER-SENSITIVE) MOTHERING AI{D NON.SEXIST CHILDREARING

In the following section I wish to discuss some aspects of the

relationship between mothering - specifically gender-sensitive

mothering - and child-rearing practices. The centraf issue of

consideration here is how gender-sensitive mothering can contribute

t.o child-rearing practices which orientate and encourage children

to be free, even if to a limited degree, of gender prejudice.

Whether or not it is referred to as anti-sexist or non-sexist

childrearing, feminists (in this case, gender-sensitive mot.hers),

according to Richardson (1993), share the belief that is in the

best interests of the child, but more especially gir1s, Eo raise

them to question and criticise stereotyped views about what women

and men, girls and boys, are like.

2.8.L Gender-Sensitive MoEhering

What are gender-sensitive mothers or what is gender-sensitive

mothering? The meaning and use of these terms (gender-sensitive

mothers/ing) in the context of this study draws upon Kimmel's

(1989) study of feminism. For Kimmel, feminism could be seen as an

umbrella term t.hat not only recognises the diversity of women's

experiences as mothers, but also refers to a common bond in the

experiences of women in relation to specific issues. Feminist

mothers (following Kimmel, l-989) - and in this study, gender-

sensitive mothers - are fundamentally concerned with equality of
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power between men and women; the need for social change and social
activism with regard to the j-nferior social status of women in
relat.ion to that of men; a valuing of women and their experience,

and the social construction of gender. In other words, according to
Frye (in Gerrard & Javed, 1995) : t.hese incrude people who might not

necessarily want to be associated with the labeI "feminist,', but

are aware of the oppression of women "because they . see various
(discrete) elements of the situation as systematically related in
larger schemes" (p.125). It is for this reason that I chose to use

the term "gender-sensitive mothering,' rather t.han " f eminist

motheri-ng" in this study. rn short, ds women and mothers, through

their activities and practices they try to effect an end to',the
social construction of gender inequalityr' (peterson & Runyan , L993,

p.1e) .

I do not assume that all (or even most) of the women in this study

would regard themselves, or are categorised by others, ds

feminists; or tend to make sense of their experiences in terms of
the body of knowledge accumulated by feminist writers. ',Gender-

sensitive" indicates that they are aware of and are concerned with

- in their own particular ways, depending on material circumstances

due to issues of race, class, etc. - the same or similar issues

mentioned by Kimmel. Nevertheless, Kimmel (1989) maintains that the

experience of the phenomenon of feminism has made and continues to
make an important impact on the structure and functioning of, inter
alia, family relationships - especiarry in the area of chird-
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rearing practices.

An important aspect reported by the women who identified themselves

as feminists in Kimmel,s (1989) study - and what I wish to
emphasise in relation to gender-sensit.ive mothers in this study

was that they detailed conscious efforts to raise their children to
have an awareness of the implications of the social construct.ion of
gender. For Grabrucker (1988), this essentialty involves uprooting
a process of gender conditioning (in contemporary industrialised
patriarchal society) with the aim of raising children in a manner

that is free of gender prejudice.

I suggest that it would not be far-fetched to expect that, should

a child be raised in a sustained "nonconventional-" family 1ife
style (Weisner & Wilson-Mithche11, 1990), - nonconventional in the

sense that it includes a conscious processs emphasising gender

egalitarian values and beliefs, and counteracting conventional-

gender roles - he or she should show the effects of that family
sit.uation by displaying non-sex-typed knowledge and behaviours

even if these are of limited magnitude.

2.8.2 Challenging the Social Construction of Gender

I suggested earlier that belief in the highly exaggerated notion of
difference - that there are innate, universar, enduring, and

incompatible differences between male and female/masculinity and

femininity - helps to 1ay the basis for discrimination on the basis
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59of gender. One of the implications, for gender_sensitive mothers,of the awareness that gender is a socially constructed phenomenonis the real-isation that the origins of differences between mare andfemale - whatever the constitution of these differences _ arelargely social and curturar- rather than bio.0gica1. Hence they arealso historically changeable (Deaux , I9g7; Unger, 1990) .

Notwithstanding the pervasiveness and the continuous (seeminglyunconscious) presence of the reality of difference (ma1e vs fema1e,.feminine vs masculine) in everyday sociar interactJ-on, varioussuggestions in the l-iterature do indicate that mothering practicescan char-Ienge the notion of difference. rn other words, childrencan be taught thaL differences between mare and femar-e are minimal,or that they are noL as significant to the extenL Lhat it justifiesgender discrimination. unger (1ggo), for example, remarks that so_called sex-rel-ated differences emerge in some environments but notin others. The presence of other people seems to have an importanteffect on behavi-our. The way many sex_related behaviours changeaccording to the social environment, casts doubt on whether suchdifferences exist within the person.

There is also an eLement of choice _ however limited _ in manyaspects of an individual, s gender display that defies assumptionsof constancy and inevitability (Deaux , 7gg-7) . weedon (tgal) , seemsto suggest that. as mothers, knowledge of varying, even competingr,discourses about mothering and child-rearing practices increase,
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then a measure of choice on the part of the individual mother is

introduced. She also maintains that even where choice is not

available, resistance to dominant discourses about mothering and

child-rearing is stilI possible. This element of choice is not only

applicable to mothers, however. It is also potentially applicable

to children. For the child is not a passive recipient of gender

socialisation but actively participates in it by way of his/her

view of the self, expectations, and behavioural choices (Unger &

Crawford, 1992) .

Connell (1987) remarks that. children do decline or start making

their own moves on the terrain of gender. They may refuse

heterosexuality or may set about blending masculine and feminine

elements; for instance, girls insisting on competitive sport at

school. They are also 1ike1y to construct a fantasy life at odds

with their actual practice, which, according to Connell-, is perhaps

the most commonest alternative.

Furthermore, involvement in cross-gender activities appears Lo

influence the characteristics of boys as well as gir1s. Boys who

have had the task of caring for their younger siblings have been

found to be less aggressive in encounters with their peers than

boys who have not. had such responsibilities (Ember, in Unger &

Crawford, 1992) .

It appears then that, ds far as challenging the notion of
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difference - as one of the cornerstones of gender discrimination

is concerned, gender-sensitive mothering can defy practices that

give concrete effect to the notion of difference. One such avenue

of defiance seems to be chil-d-rearing practices, provided that t.hey

are sustained over a long period of time, that provide both male

and female children the opportunity and choice to participate in
cross-gender activities. In essence, f am suggesting mothering

practices which provide opportunities of experience for children

which are not determined on the basis of t.heir assigned gender.

Weisner and Wilson-MitchelI (1990), found in their research that

what distinguished some children living in nonconventional

families from their peers living in conventional families, were

their selective use of non-gender-t1ped representations of objecLs

and occupations. Such orientation to the social worLd was derived

in part from being exposed, early on in their lives and on a

consistent basis, to non-gender-typed opportunities of experience.

The authors reported that these children were simultaneously aware

of and selectively practised more than one way to classify
information ot.her than by gender on1y.

2.8.3 Challenging the Social Context,

Bem (1993) observes that social change, with respect to gender

discrimination, can be effected given thaE we alter the cultural-

lenses/assumptions about gender that are transmitted: this entails
eradicating both androcentrism and gender polarisation. She
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cauLions, however, that dismantling gender polarisation involves
more than simply allowing males and females greater freedom to be

more masculine, feminine, androgynous, heterosexual, homosexual, or
bisexual. It. involves a total transformation of cultura]
consciousness so that such concepts are absent from bot.h the

culture and individual psyches. A beginning to Lhis project is for
parents to ret.ard their young chil-d,s knowledge of our culture,s
traditional- messages about gender, while simultaneously teaching

her or him that. the only definitive differences between males and

females are anatomical and reproductive. In addition, parents must

provide their children with alternative ways for organising and

comprehending j-nformation. Given that parents are not the only ones

responsible for gender socialisation, anything short of a

collective, social effort to transform the culture is 1ikely t.o

produce only limited change (Renzetti & curran, l-995) .

If we recognise, following Hare-Mustin and Maracek (1990), thaL

there j-s no one right view of gender - that each representation of
gender is partial - and that meaning is what we socially agree on,

then this should lead t.o the further recognition t.hat it. is only
when gender is challenged and disrupted as a category that its
instability becomes apparent and other marginalised meanings

emerge. Part of the disruption of gender as a category involves -in
our analyses and comprehension of social life - treating a

particul-ar social context. as a psychological variable. This is
important as we should not regard perceptions and cognitions about
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Social-structural theories, incorporating the dimension of social

power, posit that what is responsible for the construction of

conventionally gendered men and women is not childhood

socialisation per S€, but the assignment of women and men to

different and unequal positions in the sociaL structure. That

different and unequal assignment const.rains both children and

adults psychologically, by channelling their motivations and their

abilities into either a stereotypically male or a stereotypically

female direction. It also constrains them more coercively, by

restricting their ability to step outside their assigned positions

shou1d they be motivated to do so (Bem, 1993) .

2.8.4 (Alternative) Constructions of Mot,hering and Childrearing

It is apparent from the literature reviewed that any (anaIytica1ly

honest) consideration of alternative constructions of motherhood,

moLhering, and child-rearing, involves a simultaneous consideration

of the social contexts in which these phenomena occur. Such

considerat ion entail-s contest ing cuttural Iy entrenched, commonsense

notions of gender (Weedon, t98'7) ; conventional images of what it

means to be masculine and feminine, how girls and boys ought to

behave, what it means to be a mother, a child, and so forth.
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Much of Lhe research on early-childhood gender socialisation has

recruited subjects from white, middle- and upper-middle-cIass, two-

parent families. Hence, the findings of such studies may not be

representative of the (gender) socialisation practices of families

of other races and social cl-asses (Williamson, 7975) . For examPle,

according to Joseph (1981), both (African-American) mafe and female

children, are imbued at an early age with a sense of financiaL

responsibility to earn income for themselves and to contribute to

the support of their families. AIso, Black children of both sexes

are taught racial pride and strategies for responding to and

overcoming racism. Thus gender differences in these contexts do not

necessarily take on t.he forms - or are at times less salient

that are generally assumed by researchers studying middle-class

white American families.

Furthermore, under conditions of racial and economic exploitation,

Black children are often exposed to men and women sharing tasks and

assuming collective responsibility (Roopnarine, 1985), and the

children themselves have to engage in cross-gender household

chores. Some studies indicate that in two-parent black families,

women are typically employed outside the home and men participate

in child care. In black single-parent households, the parent may be

aided in the care and socialisation of the children by an extended

kin and friendship network (Joseph, 1981) .

In short, gender-sensitive mothers' conceptualisations of
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motherhood and childhood requires questioning idealised notions of

mothering and infancy and developing conceptions of childhood that

recognise the agency and separate int.erests of mothers and children

(G1enn , t994) .

2.8.5 Obstsacles to Challenging/Resieting Gender

Challenging and resisting the social construcEion of inequality on

the basis of gender - and by implication, developing mothering and

child-rearing practices free of gender-discriminatory elements - is

however more difficult than it might seem. Given that Lhe main

finding of massive research is a psychological similarity between

women and men in the populations studied by psychologists (Conne1l,

tgg7) , why does it remain an arduous task to challenge and resist

gender discriminat.ion?

Unger and Crawforrl (1992) propose that as long as gender formation

t.akes place in a sexist society, boys and girls will have

difficulty escaping gender categor5.es. And as long as male

behaviour remains the standard in E.he cult.ure, women's differences

from men will be regarded as deficiencies (Hare-Mustin & Maracek,

1990) . Coupled with this is the gruesome reality that the "Iives of

almost all women, regardless of CIasS, caste and d9€, race and

ethnicity, sexual orientation, ability or disability have been

distorted by violence and the expectation of violence" (Duffy,

1995, p. 152 ) .
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It also needs to be recognised, therefore, that diverging from the

patterns typical in one' s society and not conforming to societal

expectations about mothering involves transgressing the

structurally established distinctions between the private and

public spheres (Glenn, I9g4) . Statham (in Glenn, L994) noted that

families who are trying t.o combat conventional sex roles and sexist

stereotypes note psychological barriers and social constraints

which make it hard to have an influence on their chil-dren.

GeneralIy, it appears that practical processes are less crucial

than the models parents provide for their children. Close contact,

for example, according to Statham, facilitating discussion between

parents and children seems to be important '

In this regard, Katz (in Unger & Crawford, 1992) points out that

manipulations (both practical and verbal) by adults appear to have

Iittle lasting impact on children's behaviour as such short-term

measures are ineffective in changing the cultural- context that

maintains sex segregation. Children who defy societal pressures for

gender conformity appear t.o have had support from a variety of

Sources over a long period of time. They must also be able to

ignore and withstand a considerable amount of pressure exerted

against them because of their social "deviance" (Unger & Crawford,

L992) . Davies (1989) indicaLes that attempts at nonsexist

socialisation by parents do have a positive impact on chil-dren's

attitudes and behaviour. But it must be kept in mind that parents

are not the only ones responsibte for gender socialisation: schools
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and the media take up where parents l_eave off, and peers remain
active socialisers throughout our Iives.

For as long as the realities of women, non-elit.e men, and children
are treated as secondary to the ,main story" (androcentrism) _ as

the "background" that is never important enough to warrant being
spotlighted - we in fact are unaware of what the background
actually is and what relati-onship it act.uaIIy has to the main
story- what we are unaware of we cannot, understand or analyse
(Peterson & Runyan, lgg3, p.25).
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CIIAPTER 3

RESEARCH METIIODOLOGY AI{D PROCEDURE

3 .1 AIMS AI{D OB.IEETTVES

The aim of the study was to investigate the possibilities of non-

sexist childrearing pracLices. More specifically, this study sought

to unearth and examine these possibilities - the extent to which

chil-dren can be raised to be relatively free of gender prejudice
and discrimination - as they manifest in the relationship between

mothering as a social pract.ice, and children's acguisition and use

of gender stereotypes.

on the one hand, this study set out to exprore t.he mothers as

participants' awareness of t.heir status as women in general, and as

mothers in particurar. Moreover, t.he interview quest.ions (see

Appendix A) were designed to obtain information about their
awareness of the relaE.ionship between mothering and gender, but
more specifically, how this awareness translates int.o their
chil-drearing practices and their awareness of their children, s

gender.

To this extent this exploration was premised on the assumption that
where women (as mothers) are aware of, and are committed to
resist.ing, practices which encourage and reinforce gender

discrimination and prejudice, they would be encouraged Lo, given
t'he opportunity, raise their children to become relatively free of
acquiring and using convent.ional stereotypes which encourage gender
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discrimination and prejudice. rn other words, they would be

motivated to raise their children to not only become aware of
gender stereotlpes and its relationship to gender discriminatj-on
and sexism, but also to become rel-atively free of gender

discriminatory practices. It was further assumed that , for these

mothers, gender difference - where it impries gender inequality
would not. be a salient feature in their chil-drearing practices.

Furthermore, when preschool children are exposed to mothering

practices which consistently transmit, and positively rei-nforce,
the central message that gender difference does not mean gender

inequality, then, r argued, gender wour-d not become a salient
feature in their relationships with their peers and people in
general. Hence, it would not be unreasonable to expect such

children to make less use of conventional gender stereotypes.
Conversely, where mothers are relatively unaware of issues stemming

from gender inequarity - or, alternativery, are aware of these but,
for various reasons, experience difficulties in transmiting these

through their childrearing practices - their children, it was

assumed, would grow up Iearning and exhibiting conventional gender

stereotypes.

AnoLher assumption was that. preschool children (of the mothers who

were interviewed) are less exposed - as far as learning gender

stereotypes are concerned - then, Say, school-going chirdren, to
sources (out.side the immediate family environment) that have a
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bearing on transmitting the society's messages about gender. Given

their relative a9e, the majority of preschool children in this
study were directly and primarily in the care of their mothers. In
other words, the majority of the mothers in this study had more

opportunity t.o regulate the Iives of their preschool children in
terms of exposure to peers, other adults and the media - sources

that to varying degrees undoubtedly either complement or counteract

childrearing practices and its imparting of the culture, s

predominant messages about gender.

structured questions (adapted from a study by picariello et aI. ,

1990) were designed to obtain information on the extent. to which

the children in this study recognised and made use of convenEional

gender stereot)rpes (see appendices B and C) . If it was found that
the majority (or all) of the children generally made use of gender

stereot)rpes, then one can assume, in reration to their mot.hers,

childrearing practices - bearing in mind the influence of other
cultural sources - that their mothers' awareness of gender issues

were poorly developed. Such awareness would translate into
regarding and treat.ing male and female children in divergent ways

based on their gender. Alternatively, j-t could also mean that their
mothers' awareness of gender issues were welI-developed but that
they had difficulty, given various considerations (which would have

to be accounted for), to effectively translate these into
chirdrearing practices which wourd promote non-sexism.
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rn sum, then, the objectives of this study were to obtain
information which would assist in answering questions on:

- the extent of the partcipants' (mothers) awareness of issues
around gender discrimination, sexism, and chirdrearing;
- the extent to which the chil-dren in the study made use of
conventional gender stereotypes;

- the nature of the relationship bet.ween (non- /gender-
sensitive) mothers, childrearing practices and their
children's use of gender stereotyping;

- whether the (preschool) children of gender_sensitive mothers

necessarily made less use of conventional gender stereot)4)es.

3 .2 METHODOLOGICAIJ FRJIII{EWORK

The central concern of the investigation - which informs the
method, analysis and interpretion of information - is around the
meanings that gender, mothering and childrearing practices have for
the participants. There is the recognition that meanings and

interpretations - in this instance around. the constructions of
gender, mothering and childrearing processes - cannot be regarded
as fixed and stable, but that its production is culturarly,
historicarry and sociarry contextualised (weedon, t9g7) . As a

quaritative inquiry, then, it is clearry recognised that the
results obtained are open to a variety of interpretations and no

firm conclusions can flow from t.hem. By categorising respsonses

into themes, one courd derive - and hence focus analysis and

interpretations on - temporariry fixed, common or dominant
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meanings, articulated at particular points in time and confined to
particular spaces.

In accepting the socially constructed nature of gender - and aII
social objects - this study draws on what has been generally
referred to as a postmodern approach to psychology (Hare-Mustin &

Maracek, 1990) . Postmodern theorists are committed to a

constructionist understanding of the social wor1d, its objects and

institutions (Harris et aI. , tggs) . as such, given the fluidity and

relative instabilit.y that constructions and meanings have for a

particurar group of part.icipants, this study does not attempt - in
the vein of mainstream posit.ivist theorising in psychorogy - to
generalise beyond the perspectives of the participants, or to
generalise beyond the time and space of the interviews and the
study.

3.3 RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

Two groups of participants took part in the exercise.
consisted of eight mothers, and their children (five
females), altogether ten, formed the second group.

One group

maLes and

3.3.1 Biographical data: Mothers aE participantE

Questions that elicited biographical information in relation Eo the
group of mothers can be found on the front page of the
questionnairre (see Appendix A) .
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AlI participants in this group live in the Western Cape. In terms

of racial grouping/classification, five identified themselves as

Coloured and three were White. A11 particpants feII in the age

category twenty-nine to forty-years. Five are married, one widowed,

and two are single mothers.

Employment status, type of emplolrment, and highest leveI of

education were taken as indicators of social class status. Seven

were employed on a fu1I time basis with one unemployed. Seven

indicated that they were skilled or professionally employed and one

as unskilled. Six particpiants obtained degrees or diplomas at

Lertiary insitutions, one has matric.

3.3.2 Select,ion Procedure

The sample of participants were secured mainly by-word-of-mouth.

The writer also approached a group of women who worked as pre-

school teachers (or had an interest in the subject matter) and who

part.icipated in a series of weekly workshops at the University's

Psychology department. They were informed about the mini-thesis

project and were asked whether those who mother children would like
to participate with their children in interviews. Some of those who

expressed interest also contact.ed other mothers whom they felt
would have an interest in participating in the project.

When the researcher had obtained

numbers of potent.ial respondents,

a list with names and telephone

each was contacted via telephone
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by the writer to confirm their and their childrens' participation.

Both parents' (where spouses were present) consent for the

childrens' participation was obtained verbally after the nature of

the project. and project-exercises were explained by the researcher.

The participants were al-so informed that the intervj-ewers would

inform them at the time of the interviews of the nature and purpose

of the interviews as well as the purpose of the exercise with their
children. Participants were also requesEed to aIIow the

interviewers to perform the exercises with their children in their
absence so as to preclude any possible interference in their
children's responses.

The interviewers, after being briefed by Ehe researcher about the

project and their tasks, established individual- contact with the

respondents to arrange for appointments. AI1 interviews were

conducted in the homes of the respondents. Both the researcher and

interviewers ensured the confidentiality of the information

obtained from both the interviews and exercises with the children.

Given time and financial constraints, the three interviewers felt
that they coul-d conduct three interviews each. Eight interviews

were carried out as one of the partcipants cancelled her

participation due to unforeseen circumstances.

3.3.3 Sample selection

From an initial group of 15 mothers who indicated an interest and
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expressed their willingness to participate in the project, nine
women and their children were randomly selected for the interviews
and exercises. The following criteria were considered in the
process of selection:

1. The nature of data collection.
Each adult particpant was interviewed for about an hour-and-a-ha1f
to two-hours - Each chil-d partook in an exercise lasting about

twenty miniutes to half-an-hour. The interviewers recorded each

interview while simul-taneously writing down the participants,
responses. The recorded interviews were transcribed for Iater
analysis.

2. Limited resources.

Three female interviewers (senior students at the university) who

cl-aj-med familiarity with the area of gender studies conducted the
interviews. At the time of the interviews they were registered as

students at the unj-versity, s Gender Equity unit and were thus
familiar with issues in t.he area of gender studies. Two

interviewers had previous experience with interviewing. They were

referred to the writer by their 1ecturers.

3. Number of Children.

Ten children took part in the exercises. It was relevant to the
project that an equal number of male and female children took part.
Hence, the group of mothers seLected for the interviews were chosen
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with this prerequisite in mind

4. Participants' availability

The interviews and exercises were conducted during a two-week

period. Participants were also selecLed and included given their

and their childrens' availability during that period.

3.3.4 Biographical data: The Children as Participantg

Ten pre-school children each took part. in an exercise. Five were

ma1e children with the average age of three years (between two to

five years), and five femaLe children with the average age of three

years (between two to five years) .

3 .4. APPARJATUS

3 .4.1 The Int,erview Schedule

A structured intervj-ew schedule (see Appendix A) with eighteen

questions were compiled - derived from the rel-evant literature
reviewed - by the writer and was used as the basis for Lhe

interviews with the partivipants (the mothers) . Specific areas of

concern were identified in the literature and the questions were

designed to elicit responses in relation to these.

3.4.2 Rat,ionale for StrucEured Int,erview Schedule

With a structured interview, a researcher decides in advance what

constitutes the required/relevant data and hence constructs

questions in such a way as to elicit answers corresponding to, and
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contained within, predetermined categories,' this means that the

researcher establishes precoded response categories which enables

him/her to match what a respondent says against the categories on

the schedule (Smith, l-995) .

3.4.3 ProcesE of InEerviewing (Recording and Transcription of

Data)

Responses were noted down on the questionnaires as well as tape-

recorded for later transcription.

3.4.4 Children's Exercige

A st.ructured exercise schedule (see Appendix B) with two exercises

were constructed by the writer and served as the basis for the

children's exercj-se. Questions were derived from the Iiterature

reviewed, especially the study done by Picarriello et aI., (1990).

In conjunction with the exercise schedule, two separate sets of

material were constructed by the writer which served as stimuli
eliciting responses from the children (see Appendix C) .

3.4.5 Rationale for Exercise Schedule

The purpose of the exercise with the children was t.o obtain

information which would indicate the extent to which they held and

make use of conventional gender stereotlping. fnstead of trying to

interpret their use of gender stereotlrpes, the purpose was merely

to get an indication of whether or not they use conventional

stereotlpes.
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3.4.5 Process of Exercise (Recording of Data)

The exercises wit.h the children were conducted at their respectives

homes by the interviewees. This was carried out before the

interviews with their mothers and was done with only the

interviewer and child present. Their responses were recorded on the

exercise schedule for later analysis.

3.5 METHOD OF A}IALYSIS

Qualitative Content Analysis (Most.yn, 1985; Smith, L995) , was used

to identify major or dominant themes which served as t.he basis for

interpretation and discussion of the information obtained from the

interviews with t.he adults. The overall purpose of Qualitat.ive
Content Analysis, according to Mostyn (1985), is to identify
specific characteristics of participants' communications. It
allowed the researcher to scrutinise participants' talk (based on

transcripts of the tape-recoded interviews) to see if there were

any regularities in terms of single words, concepts or themes.

Because it made possible an analysis of the frequency of certain

responses (Smith, 1995) , it allowed for the detection of responses

which were dominant or the most prevalent and that could be grouped

into themes for discussion and interpretation. The emergent themes

were interpreted in the light of those in the l-iterature reviewed.

The information secured from the children was analysed using a

simple frequency count of their responses to determine which

responses were dominant.
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obtain

gender

and

was

Each question was related to a very specific theme or thematic

category. Question one, for instance, was related to the theme of

gender difference, whereas question two, on Lhe other hand, probed

t.he participants' beliefs and awareness in relation to the theme of

parenting responsibilities. Each participant's response (recorded

and transcribed) was then placed under the relevant question and

hence, thematic category.

Once all the responses were grouped under the appropriate thematic

categories, the process to derive dominant responses in relation to

each thematic category then proceeded. When considering dominant

responses, the emphasis was placed not so much on whether

participants used the same or similar words or sentences, but

rather, whether they expressed t.he same or similar ideas, opinj-ons,

thoughts, beliefs or feelings. In other words, a simple frequency

count could not. be used to derive dominant response themes as

careful consideration had to be given to what and how participants
expressed themselves.

The dominant or recurring ideas or opinions were then regarded as
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a dominant theme in relation to a specific thematic (or question)
category. Where no significant dominant themes in relation to the
thematic categories were discernable, this was stated as such and

briefly commented upon. The dominant themes were then compared,

discussed and analysed in terms of the varj_ous participants,
responses, but also in the context of the literature reviewed.

rn relation to the exercises with the children, a more or less
simil-ar process was fol-Iowed in that. each question was rel-ated to
a specific task (see Appendices B and C) . The purpose of exercise
one (see Appendix B) was to obtaj-n information about whether or
not, and to what extent, Lhe children who took part in the exercj-se
recognised and made use of gender stereotypes as it relates to
colours (Picarielro et ar., 1990). rn other words, the concern was

whether they identif ied the category ,'maIe', with "mascuLine
colours" and "feminine', with ,'feminine colours,,.

Six identical drawings with the various ,'mascurine,'

colours" were presented to each chird. Each of the
indicated whether they identified the toy animal depicted as either
"malerr or "femaIe". A simple frequency count of their responses

indicated how many t.imes gender-stereotypical associations in
relation to colour was made.

A second part of the exercise with the children required of them to
identify cert.ain occupations, attributes and qualities as either

and " feminine

children then
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belonging to the male or female gender. Each child was required to
associate stereotypical masculine and feminine colours with certain

occupations, at.tributes and qualities (see Appendix C, exercise 2

for the instructions) . Twelve pictures depict.ing the occupations,

attributes and qualities were presented to each child. Firstly,
they were asked to identify what each picture represented to
determine the number of times they accurately recognised the

pict.ures in the drawings. Secondly, the chil-dren were required to
assoc j-ate the coloured pictures of identical ma1e and f emale

drawings to each of t.he twelve drawings in order to determine how

many times gender-stereotypical associations were made in relation
to occupations, atEributes and qualities. A frequency count of the

responses gave an indication of the number of times children did or

did not make gender-stereotypical associat.ions.

Thus, by using a simple frequency count of the children's responses

to both exercises, information was obtained of the extent to which

the children taking part in the exercises recognised and made use

of conventional gender stereotypes. This information was then

interpreted in the light of the themes derived from the int.erviews

with the mothers.
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CIIAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

Int,roduction

The chief task was to investigate the nature of the relationship
between the gendered subjectivit.ies of the mothers (alternatively
referred to as their awareness of gender issues) and their
children's use of gender stereotyping. The aim was to try to answer

the question: can gender-sensitive mothers (as gendered subjects)
rear non-sexist children? rn other words, r questioned and

investigated how and t.o what extent the participants, (the

mothers') awareness of gender issues informed their own gendered

subjectivities and how these in turn informed and impacted on the

const.ruction, acquisition and development of the gendered

subjectivities of their children.

The discussion and interpretation of major themes are then
presented. Major themes were derived from the dominant responses to
questions. The interpretation of t.hemes was contextualised in t.he

l-iterature reviewed. Relevant quotations of the participants were

highlighted to directly reflect instances of particular themes.

Central to the process of interpretat.ion was the issue of the
nature of the relationship between t.he mothers, awareness of gender

issues and their children's use of gender stereotlpirg; and to what

extent and how this relationship can foster non-sexist childrearing
practices. Each section concludes wit.h a summary of the major
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responses to the particular areas of concern

4.I MOTHERING AI{D GENDER SUB.]ECTIVITY - MOTHERS' AWARENESS OF

GENDER ISSUES

Introduction

Most people tend to perceive and treat male and female as different
categories of people (ConneII, 1987). The perception of gender

differences reinforces differential treatment and the latter
perpetuates such perception: if people perceive the male and female

genders as different. they are like1y to treat them as different.

Questions about the participants' awareness of differences between

the male and female genders started off the interviews. The

validity and possible origin/s of the perception of gender

differences, and the issue of whether there are more similarities
than differences between male and female formed part of this
section. Issues around gender in/equality - whether male and female

should be regarded and treated as equals - were commented upon.

Beliefs and perceptions about mothering and fathering practices

were al-so raised. SpecificalIy, participants shared their thoughts

about the responsibilities conventionally ascribed to motherhood

and fatherhood in relation to childrearing.

4.1.1 Soeial Procegseg and Gender Difference

The main response indicated an awareness that there are observable

differences between the male and female genders. Social (rather
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than biological) processes - education, chil_drearing practices,
social pressure - according Lo the majority of participants, inform
perceptions and beliefs about assumed differences. The perception

of observable differences, the majority of participants remarked,

relies on obvious physical characteristics which signal assumed

differences:

"They

" They

[boys and girIsJ wear different c]-othes,'

do dif ferent things',.

There was however the widespread recognit.ion that, beyond the

merely observable, differences between male and female have

fundamentally more to do with different processes of education and

social-isation:

"They are different.ly educated and brought up

In other words, observed and assumed differences attributed to the

male and female genders were largely located in wider social
processes of education and childrearing practices, which in turn,
some participants indicated, can be located in the "type of
society" or "patriarchal society". Socia1 constraints and social
pressure are believed to heavily influence perceptions of
difference between male and female.

"External, and peer influences rr were recognised as f actors
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maintaining the perception of gender difference as well as

different patterns of behaviour shown towards male and female. For

some it appeared t.hat the differences in perception and behavioural

orientations toward male and female children and adults originated

in rr. . . parental upbringing and teaching", as well as in "the

family" .

Thus the observable and assumed differences between male and female

as gender categories, for the majority of participants, are seen as

constructed and not biologically given. For mare and female ". . .

are taught to be different." Furthermore, it was also said that ,r

r think it is how you bring up children. There is no reason why a

boy or girl should be dif f erent. ,'

When social (rather than biological) processes are invoked to
account for observable differences between the male and female

genders, there is the (implicit) recognition that social Iife is
fundamentally polarised on the basis of gender. What is reflected
here are not merely participant.s' individual beliefs about

assumed/observable differences between the male and female genders;

they are also reflecting the wider society's conceptualisations and

beliefs about such differences. rn other words, their beliefs about

gender differences (the Iatter always culturally visible and ever-

present) are embedded within social processes within which they

Iive and mother. Changes in the perceptions of gender differences -

on the basis of these responses - therefore requires meta-changes
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the cognitive/perceptual
processes of individual men and women.

4.1.2 Socia1 Processeg and Gender Inequality
Gender inequality, a1l- the respondents agreed, is primarily sourced

in social (rather than biological) processes. Male and female

children, they all confirmed, should be treated and seen as equals

in order to challenge gender inequality and prejudice:

"There is too much prejudice and one shouLd not perpetuate

that. 'l

rrWe must raise them Ichildren] to believe that t.he same

opportunities [can] come to both. "

"rf they perform the same tasks they must be rewarded the

same. tl

"r do not believe boys should be treated as more important."

What these responses also implied was the recognition that gender

inequality is manifested - and continuously reinstat.ed - in a

particular social context. Thus gender inequality is inevitable
where social relations are fashioned to cel-ebrate a particuLar
dominant image of ,,maleness" (Gerrard & Javed , L995) . Gender

equality, therefor, demands changes in social relations and

processes that regulate interaction between the male and female

genders : for instance, changes in labour rerations ( ,'rf they
perform t.he same t.asks they must be rewarded Ehe same")
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In conclusion, Lhe majority indicated that social processes are

crucial in the perception of differences between the mal-e and

female genders as these have a constraining function. Consequently,

gender inequality, manifested in differential treatment of male and

female, is primarily root.ed in social processes which give rise to
practices of gender discrimination and prejudice.

4 .1. 3 Sr$j ectivity, Mothering and Fathering

Most respondents felt that women (as mothers) are and should be

primarily responsibl-e for rearing children since they give birth to

them and therefore should be primarily accountable for their well-
being.

The generar belief was that the primary responsibility of being

mother involved being:

a

'rA nurturer, a giver, and a sharer.,'

"She should raise children , . .. be a teacher, and be

accountable for them. "

Their reasons offered indicated that mothers are more accessible to
and available for t.heir children. AIso, that they are more reliable
and committed to their chitdren in that, according to a

participant: "Mot.hers give birth to their children and tend to be

more accountable for them. "
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Mothering practice was directly herd, according to singer (L992) ,

and sti11 appears to be, morally accountabre for the health
(psychological, emoLional, physical) of chil-dren. we al-so know that
mot.hering as social and discursive practice is conventionally

confined to the private domain, whereas fathering extends to the

public domain. The above response coul-d indicate that women as

mothers are biologically preordained to be primarily responsible

for childrearing.

on the other hand, it could also be argued (see chodorow, 1999)

that this response refl-ected the realisation that because women are

biorogically able to give birth to children, they are

social-1y/structurally Iocated t.o be primarily responsible and

accountable for the well-being of their offspring. so when t.he

participants expressed the notion that as mothers, they ought to be

primarily responsibl-e for their children since they gave birth to
them, they were not necessariry expressing a (primariry)

biologically det.ermined reality, but a socially-derived one. rn

other words, it is not a biologically-derived fact that in the

context of the contemporary nuc1ear family, the discursive/social
status of childrearing and homemaking should automatically be

equated with mothering (as opposed to fathering) (Chodorow, 1989;

Gerrard & Javed, 1995). Thus, even if a woman is biologically
responsible for the process of giving birth, it does not fo]Iow
that parenting should be automatically equated with mothering.
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One of the implicat.ions of the dominant view of mother-as-primary-

childraiser-scenario is to say that. there is a contradiction in

their beliefs concerning gender relations. First they indicated

that social processes are primarily responsible for gender

inequality and attaining gender equality requires changes in social

relations. In this discourse it appears as if they were saying that

biological processes primarily determine parent-chiId interactions

as far as rearing children is concerned. In other words, they

attribute differential responsibilities (based on gender as

determined by biology) to parenting practices: meaning that fat.hers

have cert.ain parental tasks or duties while mothers have a

different set of parental responsibilities - the old private/public

domain divide - and that these are separate and inevitable.

Moreover, if they believe this to be the case, they perpetuate the

pervasive polarisation of gender in our culture (Bem, 1993) , by

(re- ) instating differential and unequal responsibilities in

relation to parenting practices, not recognising that the

social/discursive construction and distribution of power is
imbricated in the construction of parenting.

I do not. believe, however, that the mother-as-primary-childraiser-

scenario is necessarily expressing a case of "anaLomy-is-destiny".
It could also be interpreted as expressing the

(socially/discursively constructed) subject position of women (as

mothers) as a group. The one possibility is that they are
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expressing the belief that women (as mothers) are biologically
predispositioned to be the primary childcarers, and therefore, are
furfi11ing a "naturaI,' rore. The other possibility is their
awareness that there is nothing natural about mothers being the
primary childcarers, but that. women - because they are anatomically
capable of giving birth to children - are socially required to be

primarily repsonisble for caring for children.

A father's responsibilities in raising children are not
biologically determined and fixed. rn other words, fathers are not
biologically programmed to be emotionally il-Iiterate and to show

l-ess intimacy in raising their offspring. rnstead, according to the
majority of the participants, they should share more of the
responsibility of childrearing with mothers, especially in the
areas of nurturance and intimacy towards their children; their
involvement in childrearing shoul-d be more emotional and not only
inst.rumental. rdealIy, a man as a father should be " A nurturer,
giver of love and attention, and intimacy to their chiIdren.,, He

shourd arso be " sharing responsibility of child-rearing with the
mother, and realising their responsibilities toward their family.

The subject position of the male as father does not, conventionally
at reast, have emotionality (as opposed to instrumentality) in
relation to childrearing as a primary attribute: mothers are the
nurturers and should provide enough emotional sust.enance for
everyone in the family.
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Here the participants appealed to an aspect of human relationships

conventionally primarily identified with the private (mothering)

domain, to be equally identified with the public (fathering)

domain. In other words, the appeal coul-d be read as stemming from

a recognition that the boundaries of the private/public domain

(inseparable in the biology-determines-gender discourse) are, or

coul-d be rendered, permeable.

In a sense, there was the recognition that a relationship based

primarily on being of instrumental use (e.g. the role of the

breadwinner) creates a certain emotional/psychological distance for

the father in childrearing which - in Chodorow's (1989) theory of

gender acquisition - has definit.e implications for the acquisition

of children's gender subjectivities. When children learn to

identify with both parental figures as equally available (and

capable) for emotional/psychological connectedness, they then learn

that this attribute does not belong to a particular gender onIy.

This has also definite implications for the discursive construction

of fathering on a social scal-e. It not only requires revisiting the

private/public domain issue with its attendant social

responsibilities based on gender, but opens up other avenues which

could be targeted for possible change as far as wider gender

relations are concerned. The issue raised here by the participant.s

was that both fathering and mothering subject.ivity is permeable and

not biologically fixed: it can and should be changed to effect
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other changes in gender relations

In conclusion, the respondents felt that mothers are and should be

primarily responsible for rearing children but that fathers should

share more of this responsibility, especially in the areas of

nurturance and intimacy towards their children, in other words,

their involvement in childrearing should be more emoEional and not

only instrumental.

4.2 CHII,DREN'S GENDERED SUBiIECTIVTTY - CHTLDREN'S USE OF GENDER

STEREOTYPING

Introduction

There were several areas of concern t.hat the exerci-se with the

children of the mothers addressed. These areas were identified in

a previous study by Picariello et aI. (1990), as reLevant in
investigating children's awareness and use of gender stereotyping.

The relevant areas included whether they identified mal-e with

masculine colours and female with feminine colours;

whether the children identified images (of toys, for instance) and

colours along gender stereotypical 1ines. fn general the purpose of

the exercise was to investigate whether these children identified
stereotypically I'mascul-ine" toys and colours with convent.ionat

masculine occupations, play, and attributes; and ',feminine" toys

and colours with stereotypically feminine attributes, occupations,

and p1ay.
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4.2.L Results of Exercise with Children

One of the first concerns in relation to the exercise with the
children was whether they identif ied the category ,,maIe,' with
"masculine colours,' and " f emale,' with " f eminine colours, , and to
what extent they did this. rn the context of this paper the
stereotypical masculine col-ours were red, brown and bl-ue whereas
the stereotypical feminine colours were lavender, light pink and
bright pink. one part of the exercise with the children asked of
them to identify each of the colours with either male or female
children.

TABLE OF RESULTS: EXERCfSE 1

Association of Colour with Mascul-inie or Feminine
Colour Boys Girls

Mas Fem Mas Fem

Red(M) t 4 2 3

Lavender(F)2323
Brown(M) 5 O 4 t
LightPink(F)I 4 2 3

BIue(M) 4 t 4 L

BrighrPink(F) t 4 t 4

Associations:
Red

Lavender
Brown

Light Pink
Blue
Bright Pink

Gender - St.ereotypi cal
3

6

9

7

8

8

Non - Gender - Stereot.ypi caI
7

4

1

3

2

2

With the exception of the colour red, the vasL majority of chil-dren
recognised that certain colours were stereot)rpicaIly associated
with either the male or female gender. One could thus reasonably
infer t.hat, in terms of the literature reviewed, these children
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would use cert.ain colours to make attributions about gender. Some

of the reasons for their choice of certain colours ranged from:
"Girls like bright colours" (referring to red and bright pink);
"boys like dark colours".

Anot.her concern of the exercise was with whether the children
identified images (of toys, for instance) and col-ours along gender
stereotypical 1ines. In other words, did t.hey identify
stereotypically "masculine" toys and colours with conventional
masculine occupations, p1ay, etc., and "feminine" toys and colours
with stereotlpically feminine attributes, occupations, pIay, etc?

A part of the exercise required of them to identify certain
occupations, att.ributes and qualities as either belonging to t.he

male or female gender (see Appendix ) . Such identificat.ion was

effected by requiring of the children to associate the
stereotypical masculine and feminine colours with certain
occupations, attributes and qualities. The children were required
to make associations in relation to the following categories: (1)

Choice of play (represented by the pictures of the toy car and
truck); (2) Choice of activities (represented by a tool set and
cooking set); (3) Choice of occupations (represented by a fire
truck, police car and badge; a nurse's badge, thermometer, syringe,
scissors and box of bandages; a teacher,s desk); (4) Choice of
attributes/qualities (represented by noisy musical inst.ruments
indicating roudness; a box of heavy weights indicating strength;
teardrops and box of tissues indicating weakness, crying, in need
of care; a baby/infant indicating nurturing, caring, gentleness.

Children were also required to say whether or not they recognised
what each picture represents. This was indicated by the categories
"CorrecL identif ication,, , ,,Incorrect f dentif ication', , ot ,No

identification". Where children incorrectly identified what the
pictures represented, or did not recognise what they represented,
the interviewer had to inform each child about what the picture
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represented before they contnued with the exercise.

TABLE OF RESULTS: EXERCTSE TWO

(These results reflect the choices of both male and female chil-dren
together)
Pict.ure rdentification corour Ass. Gender Ass.

Correct
Car/Truck 9

Dolls 9

Tool Set 8

Cooking Set 9

Fire Truck 9

PoLice car 8

Nurse 6

Teacher 4

Music Instruments 7

Weights 1

Tears 3

Baby 7

Number of times
Identifications were

the majority made Correct Stereotyped
9 out of 72.

In six (out of t.he twelve) instances, colours were associated with
the drawings in a gender-st,ereotypical manner; t.hat meant that the
colour blue was associated with supposedly conventional ,'masculine,,
toys, attributes, occupations, etc., and the colour light pink was
associated with gender- stereotypicarry ', f eminine,' occupations,
qualities, etc. rn the remaining six instances, corours were
associated in a non-gender-stereotypical manner.

rn nine (out of the twelve) instances, the male-figure and female-
figure were associated to the drawings in a gender-stereotlpical
fashion; that meant that the male-figure was, for instance,

Incorrect
1

1

2

1

1

2

4

6

3

9

7

3

5 (BIue)

5 (BIue)

8 (BIue)

7 (BIue)

5 (B1ue)

5 (Blue)

7 (B1ue)

5 (B1ue)

7 (B1ue)

5 (BIue)

5 (Light
5 (Light

8

6

I
7

7

9

7

7

6

7

Pink) 7

Pink) 5

(Male )

( Female )

(Male )

( FemaIe )

(Ma1e )

(Ma1e )

(Male )

(Ma1e )

(MaIe )

(Ma1e )

( FemaIe )

( FemaIe )
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toys and/or t.he female-

" f eminine'r qualities .

rn general, there appeared the discrepancy between colour-
associations and figure-associations: t.he latter was an index of
more gender-stereotlpical associations than the former. This
indicated that the children relied more on the gender of the
figure, rather t.han on the colour of the figure, in the drawing to
make either gender-stereotypical or non-gender-stereotypical
associations.

rn sum, six out of t.welve instances, chil-dren made gender-
stereotypical colour-associations: they were able to recognise that
certain colours are stereot.ypically associated with either the male
or female gender. The majority of children (nine out of twelve)
made gender-stereotypical associations in relation to the gender of
the figures in t.he drawings. They recognised that certain tasks,
occupations, activities and attributes are associated with either
the male or female gender.

There were no significant differences between the male and female
children in the use of gender-stereotypical associations either in
relation to col-our or the gender of the figures in the drawings. In
other words, it could not be established that the male children
made more use of gender stereotyping than the female children, or
vice versa. They also relied more on the gender of the figures in
the drawings to make gender-stereotypical associations, rather than
using the colours of the f igures in t.he drawings.

4.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOTHERS' GE}IDERED SUBiTECTIVITY AI{D

CHILDREN'S USE OF GEIIDER STEREOTYPING

Introduct,ion
Gender stereotypes and parental stereotypes are int.errelated and
mutually reinforcing. on the basis of parenting stereot)G)es, people
in general (including parental subjects and their children) come to
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associate certain behavioural attributes and responsibilities with
fathers (e.9. breadwinner, head of household) and with mothers
(e.9. childcarer, emotional provider) (Brannon, L996). Moreover,
parental subjects' conceptualisations of children, ds well of
childrearing practices, are informed by (the social salience of)
their children's gender.

The I it.erature reviewed highl ighted several- areas which are
important in investigating aspects of the relationship between
parenting/childrearing pracLices and gender acquisit.ion.
Participants were questioned about their views, perspectj-ves and
beLiefs about. these areas. I assumed that the views of the mothers
about these issues would inform their chitdrearing practices which,
in turn, would play a significant part in relaying conventional
social- assumptions about sex and gender stereotypes to children.

4.3.1 Mothering Praetice and Gender preference
rn relation to the question of gender preference at birth, the
majority of the part.icipants felt that they did not have any
preference for a male or femare child. rnstead, the majority
indicated that the health of the child was more important than its
sex.

Thus it appeared that for the majority of these women, the
sex/gender of the child took on a secondary role in relation to
hearth considerations. rn a sense, then, we could say t.hat for the
majority mothering subjectivity in relation t.o gender (at birth)
was "gender-neutral', .

But we arso know, according to Bem (1993), for exampre, that within
an androcentric socieLy it becomes increasingly important for
parents (and others), soon after their children are born, to
distinguish between children on the basis of their gender. This
distinction becomes important as it informs differential
childrearing directed at male and female children.
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It is also widely recognised that within an androcentric social
context "maleness" is elevated as the normat.i-ve standard. Hence the
observation t.hat there tends to be more pressure on male children,
and less so on female chil-dren, to conform to what is considered as
gender-appropriate behaviour. Moreover, where males are more

socially powerful, the Iiterature indicated that, for a large
number of parents, the birth of a male child signifies more
(future) social- influence. In their stated gender preference, then,
this group of mothers were not gender stereotypic.

The point is simply that whether or not they choose to recognise
as such, soon after the birth of a child its gender assumes
import.ant facet in its sociaL and individual Iife.

ir
an

4.3.2 Mothering Practice and Gender-Stereotlped At,t,ributes
Participants were also questioned in relation to gender-stereotyped
attributes, conceptions, beliefs concerning the gender of their
children. The majority responded with the conviction t.hat children
should be raised to "fit in" with social mores. Morars and
principles which are "gender neutral" should guide the rearing and
education of children. Their upbringing should not be guided by
convent.ional gender stipulations.

The majority of respondents described their children in neutral
(rather than gender-stereotypicar) terms: meaning they chose to
describe their children in terms of negative or positive terms.
some emphasised their chirdren's "moodiness", being "stubborn, " or
even "aggressive. " one participant described her daughter as ',quite
intelligent and 1ive1y".

Others observed that t.heir children are ,'Ioving',, "caring,', and

"nurturing." Another stated that "My child is very intelligent,
percept.ive, and expressive. ,'

In terms of the personal qualit.ies they would like their children
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to have, participants remained relatively neutral, rather than
gender-stereotypical: The kind of response most often mentioned was
t.hat they raised their children to be independent, confident,
principled and growing up with a strong character:

I'I would like my child to become independent',.
"... to be confident, strong in themselves".

as weII as principled to stand up for what she
bel-ieves in.',

A second line of oft-repeated response revolves around these
mothers raising their children to r'... take care of themsel-ves,,.
AIso, ". . . to have sel-f-respect. as well as respecting others, with
the ability to love and care for others,'.

As a just.ification for why they considered some qualities as
important than others, the majority felt that "fitting in"
society is of primary concern:

more

with

rr It is
t'... to
failure

important to fit
be accepted,..

in".
not to be a hindrance, or become a

ll

Such views were true for mothers who raise sons, as well- for those
raising daughters.

At first glance, ds far as non-sexist childrearing is concerned,
these mothers appealed to gender-neutral processes of upbringing
and education: processes where the emphasis should be on the
"charactersrr and "personalities', of the children. However, in a
social milieu where the social construction of gender is rendered
virtually invisible, closer inspection will reveal that there is
nothing (gender- ) neutral about. social mores and processes of
educat.ion and childrearing. For the gender polarisation of social
life is ever-present (Bem, 1993).
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on the one hand, these appears by the participants did not
necessarily express a lack of awareness of the ever-presentness of
gender in society. rt could be that such an appeal recognised
(albeit implicitly) the sal-ience of gender throughout society. In
other words, it expressed the desire that gender should become less
important as a fact.or in social_ising children.

4.3.3 Mothering Practice and Gendered Behaviour
The majority of participants expressed the wish to raise their
daughters to show behaviour of a responsible adult (and not a
responsible woman) . On the other hand, male children should show
behaviour more supportive of others, especially their future wives.

In rel-ation to the ideaL behaviouraL qualities of their daughters,
the majority indicated they would like them to be competitive, have
a strong character, and be an achiever:

"r want her to be competitive with herself in the sense that
she wants to achieve r want. her to be a strong person', .

"... to be independent, be a goal-set.ter and achieve her
goa1s, ...,'
". . . to have a strong personarity, to have confidence and
strengt.h. "

"r want my daughter to be herself and not act differently
because she is a woman. rl

The general feeling
important in order
adul-ts:

"Growing up so

"So others can

was

for
that these qualities are necessary and
t.heir daughters to become responsible

In relation to the
to see in a male

she becomes a responsible adult',
treat her with respect',.

ideal behavioural qualities they would you like
child, the dominant response pattern revolved
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around wanting to
especially toward
responsibility:

see their sons to be

their future wives
supportive of
- and learn

r_ 01

others
to share

" I would want for
women and to

a boy to be sensitive to his needs and

help with looking af t.er children and

and learn

to
be

supportive " .

I' To be non-sexist,... to be an equal partner
not to domj-nate a relationship. "

The latt.er response in relation to rearing male children is
consistent with t,he earlier-mentioned theme of redefining the
boundaries of the public/private domains : fathers-as-more-involved
childrearers. It appears that male children should be raised with
the awareness that as future faEhers (assuming that they will get
married t.o females and have children) they should learn to share
more of the responsibility in raising their children. Teaching male
children to become more sensitive to their needs (recognising and

nurturing their emotional selves) is presented as an aspect of
their upbringing which could (eventually) manifest in relationships
characterised by mutual sharing of childcare and non-dominance.
Once again, this has further implications for wider social
processes of education and socialisation directed at. male children.

It was also noteworthy that participants described the ideal
behavioural characteristics of both ma]e and female children in
what they believed to be gender-neutral terms. What they were
rea11y doing, however, was to exchange conventional gender
at.tributes: characteristics which are conventionally regarded as
feminine (and applied to femal-e children) are aEtributed to male
children. What was refered to as "gender-neutral" is in fact
"gender-exchange" .

On another 1evel, this raises the issue of the possiblity of a

culture or language community constructing genderless/gender-
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neutral- subjects. rt further highlights the role and power of
language in naming and constructing what we perceive to be social
reality. In post-modern terms (Rosenau, L992) , the ideal of making
gender-neutrality a social reality is an illusion. Do we then need
to invent new linguistic categories which are gender-neutral- and
which would aid in the construction of genderless subjects? How

would social processes (seemingly operating outside the boundaries
of language) aid or obstruct in this process? The issue here is
that we (including our respondents) are constrained, among other
things, in our conceptualisations (of gender) by the language
communities within which we and they live. r do not intend to
attempt to exhaust this issue here but merely to indicate the
complexities involved in considering the possibility of non-sexist
childrearing.

Nevertheless, ds the following section wiII indicate, in their
responses dealing with the observable characteristics of gender,
participants' observations became more gender-stereot.yped t.han
"gender-neutral. "

4.3.4 Mothering Pract,ice, Dre6s codes, chirdren,s Toya and Taske
4.3 .4.1 Drese Codes
It emerged from aII the responses that social and peer pressure
(especially in the form of social ridicule) play a powerful role in
ensuring social conformity as regards gender and dress codes.
The overwhelming concern was that their children, should they not
wear gender-appropriate clothing, would become objects of social
ridicule and be made to feel ashamed:

" PeopIe

" Because

"I do not

will laugh and mock my boy il

of people's attitudes . . .,'
want to put my child in a situation of compromise

A11 respondents agreed that they would not allow their sons to
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dress up in girrs' clothes. They agreed that social and peer
pressure will result in their sons being embarrassed and ridiculed:

"He is like an outcast in society."
rrlt would be degrading to the chiId.,'
rrBecause of the society we live in. r would not want my child
to be ridiculed. "

This blanket reservation was not entirely applicable to aII
children, however. Some expressed the realisation that female
children are not as pressurised as mal-e children to conform to
society's gender scripts.

"My daughter can wear pants, but my son wil1 not wear a
dress. "

A few mothers added that
dressing can be confusing

clothes are gender-specific and cross-
to the child:

'rYou are making him into a person he should not actuarly be. "
"Dresses are meant for a girl. He wirl not look right in a
dress. "

should their child persist in cross-dressing, the majority of
mothers indicat.ed that t.hey simply will not allow this to happen in
order to prevent their children (and themselves?) being socially
ridiculed and embarrassed. one participant felt that if necessary,
she would punish her child:

"r will punish my son r wirl not all-ow him to. My son musL
grow up as a boy and remain a boy. ,'

Issues around power relations and gender assumes a very concrete
real-ity in the form of social and peer pressure which confront both
parental subjects and their children on a daily basis. west &
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Zimmerman (L992) , observed t.hat the construction of gendered
subjectivity, very early on in chil-dren's 1ives, assume the status
of a sel-f -/social- regulat.ing process. Children begin to monitor
their own and others' conduct with regard to its gender
implicat.ions. once children have been taught some gender
stereotl4>es, and once they can recognise the gender of other
children, these st.ereotypes come into play (Maccoby, 1-gg7) .

These responses are indicative of the not.ion that., ds far as the
process of constructing gender subjectivity is concerned, al-most
all of a culture's observable artifacts are aimed at establishing,
representing and reinforcing gender polarisation. MaIe and female
children are dressed differently to polarise their physicar
appearance (Bem, 1993). Clothes come to serve very particular
discursive/social functions: they inform others about the sex of
the child and they send implicit. messages about how a child should
be treated (Shakin et dI., t9g5). fn short, the 1atter authors
maintained, it serves as a basic (regulatory) means by which
parents organise their chird,s worId. according to gender.

The contradiction in the responses is that - on the one hand, there
is the recognition that to achieve gender equarity, social
processes of upbringing and education, for instance, should
incorporate and be based on "gender neutral', principles which
fosters character and personality and de-emphasise the sal-ience of
gender. Yet. the concrete mechanisms which should aide in the
process of non-sexist socialisation (such as a culture,s dress
codes) reinforces, rather than assists in the undoing, of gender
polarisation.

4.3 .4.2 Toys
rn relation to playing with sex-stereotyped toys, the respondents,
opinions varied. Yet the majority was at one that the educational
function/quality of toys should be emphasised, rather than whet.her
or not it is gender-specific. However, the literature reviewed
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indicated that female children were given more lenJ-ency with regard
to choice of toys than male children and that there is more social-
pressure on male children to choose and play with gender-specific
toys than is the case with female children.

Again, the response of the majority gave voice to t.he skewed
emphasis on gender in an androcentric culture where "maleness,' is
valued and " f emaleness I' devalued. In this context dif f erent.ial
chil-drearing practices give different emphases to different
children depending on their sex/gender. Generally it was observed
by others (Unger & Crawford, 1992) that., because of the uneven
emphasis on gender, male children show stronger gender-typed
preferences than female chiLdren at every age.

Nevert.heless, the majority of mothers remarked that the emphasis
should be on a range or variety of toys that are educationar:

"There is no girl-onIy or boy-only thing. I buy my daughter
educational toys. "
rrI'I1 try to find a range of toys. "

A further significant observation by all participants was that they
would not aLlow their mare child to pray with female sex-
stereotyped toys such as dotls or make-up. some of the reasons
offered indicated that these toys are not educational and they
would not buy it for either t.heir daughter or son. Other reasons
ranged from preventing their sons from being ridiculed:

"They will make fun of him. It has Eo do with acceptance.,'
"You buy him things t.hat is meant for a boy.,,
"A doII is obviously for a girl. "

However, female children, the majority noted, shouLd be allowed to
play with a lorry or tool kit if t.hey wanted to. Mothers who would
allow their daughters to play with lorries or tool kits indicated
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in that such choices belong to t.heir

"She must play with what she enjoys."

4.3 .4.3 Children'e Tasks
In relation to t.he kinds of tasks they allowed and/or encouraged
their children to do at home, the majority indicated that these
need and should not be gender-specific: both genders can perform
t.he same tasks if given the opportunity.

Most mothers wouLd not make any distinction between tasks for their
children: they would not reserve tasks according to t.he child,s
gender.

"Whether it's a boy or a girl , I wouldn, t make any
difference".
"He would have to do everything a girl does. ',

They maintained that t.asks need not be gender-specific: they
stressed instead that it is important t.hat chiLdren be given t.he
opportunity to Iearn a variety of skills:

"They need to learn aII sorts of things,'.
" It. broadens their experience . ,l

4 .3 .5 Mothering Practice and Relat,ionehips
This section explored the gendered nature of relationships between
parental subjects and their chiLdren. Specifically, it deals with
the participants' conceptions about the nature and quarity of
relationships between mothers and daughters and between fathers and
sons. Participants were asked whether they thought that the kind
and quality of relationships parents have with their children
depends on the genders of the subjects involved.
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The dominant response that emerged was thaL t.he kind and quality of
the relationship between parents and their chil-dren need not and
should not be informed by gender. rn other words, both parental
subjects can have equally meaningful relationships with both femal-e
and male chil-dren.

The majority fert that. mothers need not have better or more
meaningful relationships with daughters and based their
observations on personal experience:

"My husband has a good relationship with my daughter.,l
"I have a good relationship with my son.',
"I do not spend that much time with my children because of
work. My husband has a good rerationship with t.he children. "

In a similar vein, most participant.s maintained that fathers do not
necessarily have more meaningful relationships with their sons as

"Daughters can get on equally wel] with fathers. " It was also said
t.hat 'rIt is just a perception [that fathers have more meaningful
relationships with their sonsl, it is not necessariry so.,'

Artoget.her, the sentiments of the majority were echoed by one
observation:

"I do not see why there should be
t.he same relationship wich both a

L07

a difference. You can have
boy and a girl. "

rn terms of chodorow's (1989) theory, mare and female chitdren
acquire gendered personalities - t.hey differ fundamentally in
personality - given the gendered nature of relationships between
parental subjects and their children: female children identify
primarily with the mother, whereas male children identify primary
with the father. Given such identification, females are
psychologically prepared and oriented t.o be better at establishing
and maintaining relationships that are affective and nurturant in
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character. For ma1es, however, the outcome of such identification
is the propensity to devalue what they perceive (or have been
taught to regard) as feminine about themselves and other males.

The participants' responses can be construed as an appeal to
relationships almost devoid of the rel-evance of gender. Implicit in
such an appeal is the recognition that relationships primarily
based on gender perpetuate beliefs about gender differences which
do not foster non-sexism in childrearing practices. Rel-ationships
in which the gender of the subjects involved are (virtually
unconsciously) foregrounded can only contribute to the
reinforcement of gender stereotypes among children and their
parents.

In summary, the majority of participants were gender-astereotypical
in their preference for either male or female children at birth.
They fert that idearry, children shourd be raised to acquire
"gender neutral" personal attributes which conform to moral
principles in order for them to become responsible adults, not
responsible male or female adults. Male children, especiatly,
should be taught to acquire character at.tributes which emphasise
emotional involvement and relatedness. There was the general
recognit.ion, however, that social and peer pressure play a powerful
roLe in ensuring gender/sociar conformity in, for instance,
children's dress codes, choice of t.oys and forms of pray, ds well
as the choice of househord tasks they are required to perform.

The notion that gender-sensitive mothering practices are/can be
hampered by social pressures of various kinds seemed to be of
significance in that the vast majority of chitdren who took part in
the exercises indicated that they made use of conventional gender
stereotypes. Given t.hat the majority of the mothers in the study
stated that t.hey were aware of issues of gender discrimination and
prejudice and, given t.he opportunity, would raise their children
with this awareness in mind, one would expect that their children
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would make less use of conventional gender stereotypes. However,

the result.s of the children's exercises indicated otherwi-se.

The discrepancy between stated beliefs about children and gender,
on the one hand, and children's use of conventional gender
stereotypes could be accounted for in terms of the pervasive and
powerful influence of cultural discourses and practices, other than
mothering practice, in relaying conventional messages about gender.
The impact. of fathering practices, the infl-uence of other adults
and family members, the role of the media and peers, for instance,
were not adequately explored in this st.udy as regards children's
acquisition of gender stereotypes and beliefs. After aI1, children
are noL brought up in a social vacuum and it is to be expected that.
a culture's dominant discourses about gender will be relayed
through various intersecting and complex practices.

However, it would not be unreasonable to assume t.hat these group of
mothers' own unresolved contradictions and beliefs about gender
could also help to account for the finding that, given their stated
awareness of issues around gender, their chiLdren continue to rely
on conventional gender stereot)T)es in everyday interaction. It was

stated, for example, that observable differences between maLe and
female children should not determine the all-ocation of household
tasks and activities as this would encourage, among children, the
perception and practice of gender inequality and discrimination.
However, a measure of discomfort relating to perceptions and
beliefs about sexuality emerged when the participants discussed
dress codes in relation to their children's gender. Male children,
the majority felt, should not be allowed to wear dresses as these
would make them the subjects of social ridicule. In other words,
clothing was perceived as a pointer to male children's sexuality in
ways that household tasks (boys not being allowed to wash dishes,
for inst.ance) did not.

Other contradictions could be discerned in the mothers' belief that
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fathers should play an equal role in raising children. If this were

to be the case, then children would learn to identify with both
parental figures as equally availabl-e (and capable) for
emoLional/psychological connectedness. In other words, they then
Iearn that this att.ribute does not belong to a particular gender
only. Yet there was t.he acceptance, by the majority of mothers,
that childrearing remains the primary responsibility of mothers and

t.hat fathers should merely aid this process/practice. In a sense,
power structures which locat.e women as primary childcarers are left
virt.ually unchal lenged .

I do not want to suggest thaL because (gender-sensitive) mothers
have unresolved contradictions about gender, their children
continue to use gender stereot)pes. It would appear, rather, that
children, growing up in a patriarchal society, continue to
internalise sexist st.ereotypes where they are presented with
contradictory messages about gender.

4.4 GENDER SUBiTECTIVTTY A}iID RESISTAI{CE,/ALTERNATIVES:GENDER-

SENSTTIVE MOTHERTNG EI{D NON-SEXIST CHII,DREARING

Introduction
The final section addresses the issue of change and mothering
practice as the latter relates to gender. More specifically, it
asked what kinds of changes the participants considered mot.hering
(or other social) practices would have to undergo to positively
effect children's awareness of gender. A central concern was with
the possibilities and the extent to which changes in mothering
practices coul-d contribute to non-sexist chil-drearing.

The participants' thoughts and ideas about this issue were inferred
from their conceptions about "ideal" motherhood and fatherhood.
They were also asked to consider what they would like to have
changed or experienced differently, based on their experiences and

status as mothers.
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on their responses, change can be conceptual-ised at two
changes within mothering practice; and changes that would
take place outside of, but influence, mothering practice.

4.4.1 Change Within Mot,hering Practice
The majority felt that "improved" mothering could foster non-sexist
childrearing practices. Here the emphasis was on personal
seemingly gender-neutral - qualities of the mothering figure.
Improved mothering, for these participants, has to do with a mother
being more nurturant, care-giving, sensitive, patient, and sharing:

"She should be very understanding and patient."
"The mother should also be hospitable, caring, a good Iistener
and be creative. "
I'You've got to treat your children the same, and be fair and

considerate towards the children. "

The dominant reason for this response emerged from an awareness of
the mother's role as a very influential figure in the child's life:

"Children learn t.he most from Eheir mother.,'
"The mother plays an important role in forming the child. She

spends most of her time with the chiId. "

At first. glance, as far as,'improved', mothering is concerned, these
are seemingly hardly revolutionary changes. After all, is the
desire to be better at mothering not reinforcing and perpetuating
the conventional stereot)rpes of what mothers should be doing and be
Iike? Perhaps it is, but what we should not disregard is their
earlier emphasis that. one of the ways in which to neut.ralise or
marginalise the social salience of gender in childrearing is to
focus on what they consider to be qualities which build ,character'l
and "personality". In other words, one of the ways in which to
undermine gender stereotypes in childrearing is to focus on
teaching children how to be responsible adults, and not responsible
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men or women

Two other points of possible significance were also raised here.
One concerns the awareness of the social power and influence the
mothering subject has in relation to children. The other refers to
the mothering subjects' awareness of gender inequality and how this
could be dealt with in childrearing.

4.4.2 Social Power and Mothering Practice
There is the tension between the issue of social- power and

mothering practice which coul-d be translated into a tension between
the ideal and the rrrealrr. For these mothers, the stated ideal would
be to raise children to be "gender neutral-": to emphasise practices
which build "personality" and "character. " In other words,
practices in which gender is not a significant factor in regulating
social interaction.

However, social practices - including mothering practices - do not
happen in social vacuums. The reality is that mothering practices
and gender relations take shape and manifest themselves in
contemporary industrialised societies where the gendered division
of social (and personal) life assumes the status of the inevitable.
Hence the social construction of mothering and childrearing
practices - in a cultural context saturated by gender polarisation
- reflect and (re-)institutes the gendered division of social life
(Bem, 1993). It becomes important for parents in particular and
society in general, ds far as childrearing is concerned, to
distinguish between children on the basis of sex/gender. The almost
invisible (sociaIly required) norm is for parents to raise males
differently to females; a norm at odds with appeals to instill
practices which detract from the significance of gender. In short,
the appeal for "gender neutral" mothering and social practices
needs to become - as it is - a social issue; not a challenge to be
taken up merely by individual women and mothers.
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Thus "improved" mothering, for the participants, was primarily
conceptualised at the levels of the intrapersonal and interpersonal
dimensions:

rrwe must raise them to believe that the same opportunities can
come to both, ...1'
"You've got to treat your children the same be fair and
considerate towards the children. ,'

Yet there was also the real-isation (even if implicitly) that
changes in mothering practice at t.hese Ievel-s are inescapably
intertwined with what happens at the rever of wider social
processes: changes in the the sociar position of women (as mothers)
requires changes, for instance, in the social status of men (as
fathers). rn childrearing, fathers shourd "Adopt an equal rore
Iike the mother.,'

4.4.3 Changee outeide Mot,hering practice
" Improved" mothering entails t.he awareness of gender inequality
(rrYou've got to treat your children the same") on a social sca]e.
It refl-ects the consciousness of the social- position/Iocation of
mothers (and women in general) as enjoying less privileges and
access to decision-making processes on a 91oba1 scale.

The dominant response in relation to ideal fatherhood was that a
father shou1d play a significantly more supportive role in the life
of the family in general. Significant support from the father in
this context means that he:

"should be there when he is needed.',
"should be responsible and help the mother. "

"should help raise the children, and adopt an equal rore
the mother. "

"should be nurturant and care-giving. "

I ike
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This was a response repeated throughout the interviews by virtually
every part.icipant and hence was of great importance to them. Even
t.hough it was primarily conceptualised and expressed at the level-
of interpersonal relat.ions - that men as fathers should have an
equal role in childrearing and be more supportive of mothers - it
reflect.s on issues of greater importance with wider social
imprications. rn short, it challenges social- and ideologicar
practices which st.ruct.ures and emanat,es f rom the gender-based
private versus public domain phenomenon. Fundamentarly, the
private/public domain divide is predicaLed upon, and gives effect
to, unequal power relations between ma1e and female - inctuding
their social subjectivities as mothers and fathers (Lott, l99O;
ConneIl, 1987). Structurally, the male parent (as father) is more
powerful than the female parent (as mother) . Both, ds
social/discursive positionings, are discursively and socially
constrained to varying degrees within t.he spheres of the private
and the public. Male and femaLe chirdren, ds future adults, are
reared to occupy these respective social domains.

Nevertheless, their dominant response recognises that other social
practices, whj-ch entail f amilial and f athering d.iscourses and
practices, need to undergo transformation if mothering practices
are to contribute significantly t.o raise non-sexist children.
Gender should not determine access to processes of decision-making
effecting social institutions and practices which (directly or
indirectly) regulate social relationships. what is al-so required at
the level-s of ideological and discursive processes - which define
and regulate gender rerationships - is, inter aria, a
reconceptualisation (and redistribution) of social power (as a

"genderless" phenomenon); a redefinition of gender as a social
phenomenon,' equality of access to processes which construe and
define meaning. For the meaning/s of childrearing (,'What does it
mean to rear children?") is predominantly controlled and ',owned', by
male discourses: its meanj-ngs are filtered through the Iargely
male-owned social institutions like the media and education
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structures (Hare-Mustin & Maracek, 1990).

Theoretically speaking, if we conceptual-ise of parenting practices
as a phenomenon in which the salience of gender is diluted into
obscurity, then it would folrow that, for one, stereotypes about
parenting - which provide inaccurate images abouL gender - would be
less resistant to change. For stereotypes about parenting are
political (like all stereotlpes) as they reproduce and naturalise
(depoliticise) unequal power relations (peterson & Runyan, 1993) .

More particularly, stereotypes about mothering and fathering
practices encourage parents (as individuals/subjects) to view
parental responsibilities as personal, and not socially
constructed, phenomena.
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CIIAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

5.1 Resistance and Change
When considering some of the obstacles preventing mothering
practices from contributing to non-sexist childrearing, it is
difficult to not. feel a sense of being overwhel-med as these are
murtipre, comprex and many-leve1red. Neverthel-ess, sources of
gender oppression and discrimination, need to be challenged in
one's capacity as an individual subject as well- as on a social_
scaIe.

An analysis of the obstacles to non-sexist childrearing should
start with the realisation t.hat., apart f rom the deval-ued and
obj ectif ied st.atus of women as a group (Bartky, 1990 ) , the
(discursive) construction of socially prescriptive childrearing
practices should be dist.inguished f rom actual chil-drearing
practices. For actual childrearing practices are influenced by
rrgreater powers" within the social milieu. social practices which
entail the rearing of children, following Hendricks and Lewis
(7994) , vary according to practices and material circumstances
unique to particular social l-ocalities: involving, for instance,
the intersecting forces of gender, race, crass, ethnicity, dge,
religion, and language. children, these authors maintain, are not
reared " independently of racial, c1ass, regional and other
affiliations" (p.51). rn other words, various discourses (with
varying statuses) - emerging from material conditions - intersect
to form part of a particular culture's construction of chilrearing
practices.

one of the implications is that the undoing of gender oppression
and discrimination requires thorough analysis of how Iocalised
social processes and materiar forces of race and class, for
instance, interact to perpetuate multiple-rayered practices of
discrimination. Moreover, it also requires consideration of how
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these forces interact to (re-)produce a subject fashioned by
multiple identities. rn the Foucauldian sense, t.he individual
subject is decentred: the product, rather than the source, of a
multiplicity of discourses entailing the above interacting social
processes. Whatever the loca1 material conditions, it becomes
difficult to disentangle that which goes into the construction of
one's gendered subjectivity from those processes which herp to
constit.ute racialised or sexual_ised subjectivities. rn short, to
challenge aspects of one's own gendered subjectivity (including
those of others), presupposes simultaneously challenging other
oppressive practices based on race, crass, sexuality, etc.

what detracts from the struggle by women as a group, for example,
against their devarued and marginarised social status in a
patriarchar sociaL setting, are tensions resurting from the
accentuation of difference within the group itself: in other word.s,
rrwomentr are not an homogenous category. Black working cl-ass mothers
do not necessarily enjoy the same social status as that of white
working class mothers. Lesbian mothers also risk social
marginalisation and discrimination not experienced by heterosexual
mothers ' That their childrearing practices are socially frowned
upon is almost a natural consequence of their marginalised
identities and statuses coupred with conventional- culturar images
of deviancy and sexual abberation.

From the point of view of social activism against mare hegemony, it
does not make sense - and would be of limited value - for a group
of, sdy, white, middle-class women/mothers to excrude bIack,
working-class women/mothers in asserting their right for adequate
day care facilities for their children. Their is no logic either to
teach a child not to discriminate against ot.her children on the
basis of gender, but to perpetuat.e discrimination on the grounds of
religious affiliation or ethnicity.

Hence, failure to recognise diversity in the experience of
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childrearing amounts to ignoring the material and dj-scursive
conditions of the contexts which inform particular parental and
chiLdrearing practices. chirdrearing practices - i-n a context
where, due to consistent daily parental absence, children mix
regularly with their peers, for instance - is powerfully reinforced
(or contradicted) by peer pressure. Young children (peers), at the
very least, should be considered part.ners with parents and other
garegivers in socialisation practices, including gender
socialisation (Renzetti & Curran, 1995) .

An examination of the very notion of childrearing practice itself
presents a plethora or very real problems that threatens to derail
any singular meaning it represents. Mothers (and fathers) caught up
in situations of dire poverty are often compelled to resort to
desperate measures to survive which presents a serious chaLlenge to
our conventional assumptions about childrearing practices in
general. consider, for exampfe, a situation where a mother ,,rented,,
out her four-year-old daughter to men for R2OO (Two-hundred
rands) (Mail & Guardian, 1997) . It is simply not enough to say that
this situation represents the extreme when thousands of children in
Johannesburg and at least a quarter of cape Town, s two-thousand
street children, according to current police estimates, are selling
themselves for sex (MaiI & Guardian, l-g97) because some parents are
too desperate for money to care how they earn it or concern
themselves about their children.

This "extreme" example challenges our conventional assumptions
about childrearing practices and the status of mothers/mothering in
may ways. First of all, it onry takes one exception to what is
considered conventional childrearing to potentially derail the very
notion of childrearing itsel-f: it is partly premised on the
assumption of responsible and capable adults who are in a position
to provide for the material, psychological and social weIl-being of
their children. It also reinforces an ealier point that mothering
practice itself, coupled with an examj-nation of the social status
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of chil-dren as a group, needs to be considered and
very particular social context.s in order to shed
possibilities of non-sexist childrearinq.

119

evaluated in
light on the

Given the Iocalised interconnectedness of social and material
forces which generate fruid, heterogenous, multiple and at times
fragmented and contradictory (mothering and childhood)
subjectivities, I do not believe that future research into the
possibilities of non-sexist childrearing is not an important one.
rt remains an important social site where gender stereotypes are
rearned, taught, and reinforced; it cont.inous to be a crucial
sphere where gendered subjectivities are nurtured and const.ructed
in the images of the dominant culture's representational model-s of
mascurinity and femininity. After ar1, structurar oppression
(Bu1han, 1985) - in the cont.ext of this paper, patriarchal
oppression - permeates interpersonal- relations between men and
women, and between adults and chirdren. Moreover, patriarchal
oppression constitutes part of the const.ruction of gendered
subj ectivities in that it ,'invad.es the deeper recesses of the
indivdual psyche, permeating fantasies and d.reams,, (Bulhan, 7_gg5,
p.131) of men, women, and children.

Patriarchal oppression in the form of male-to-female violence
remains a very real and dangerous threat to women whatever their
social location. Forms of parental practices which challenge
conventionally constructed discourses about childrearing, risk
stepping outside their socially and discursivety assigned
positionings within the broader social_ hierarchy (Bem, 1993). rn
relation to parenting, vj_ol_ence (especially mal_e_to_female
viorence), and its ever-present threat, serve very definite
social/discursive functions: it serves primarily to keep women in
an unequal social and subjective position, subordinate to men. The
power of violence (and hence dominat.ion of women), resides partly
in the f act that it is ',privatised,',. meaning that viorence is
regarded as an individualised (depoliticised) phenomenon: an
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unfortunate and private
phenomenon, violence thus
traditions and constrains
domain, leaving he public

t20

aspect of married life. As a social
protects male privilege and patriarchal
women/mothering practice to the private
domain (and power) in the hands of men.

The changes, then, that have to be effected within and outside of
mothering pract.ices to educate and socialise children to be non-
sexist, has to materialise on many ]eve1s:
intrapersonally/intrapsychically, interpersonally, as welr as at
!hu leve1s of social positioning and ideological/institutional-
practices. Even though of limited va1ue, research indicated that
parental practices that involve early efforts to socialise children
in nonsexist, non-gender-polarising ways, were significant in
certain respects. children whose parents did not support
conventional modes of gender socialisation (reinforcing mal-e-femal-e
difference), for instance, did not perceive anything ,wrong,, with
storybook characters engaging in cross-gendered behaviours (Davies;
Renzett.i & curran, 1995) . Such changes do not only require
individual and collective effort by both male and female genders,
but also entail t.he undoing of other discriminatory and oppressive
pract ices .
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A"rENp:x A

STNUCTIIRED INTERYII|IO SCHEDULE FOR IOTHERS

1

Participant no:

Demographl c Inf ornat lon

Race: Ith I te
BIack
Co I oured
I nd i an

Age range: L I - Lri o1,_oo 29-34 3ti-40 4(t +

()
()
()
()

Married ( )
SingIe Mother

Di vorced
()

( ) Wldow ( ) Not Married ()

Total number of Children:

Total number of Boys:

Total number of Gl rIs:

Age of eldest chl ld:

Age of youngest chlld:

Currently employed: Yes
No

Full Time ( ) Part Time ( )

Type of Employment: Professionaf./SkilIed
Semi-skilled
Unskilled

Highest Ievel ot' Eclucation:
[Tni vt-rs i ty/Col lege./Techni kon Degr ee/Diploma
Matric ( )
Other ( )

()
()

()
()
()

()
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c)

Ques t i ons
1 . Men and women, and

treated as diffet'ent
(a) Why do You tltink

girls, at'e usuallY seen and
another.

boy s
f rom
this

and
one
i s so?

o

(b) Illhere do you think these di f f erences come f rom?

(a) I{hat do you believe is the primary resPonsibility./ies o{
a mother?

(b) PIease give reasons for youl'answer
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(c) What do
a father ?

you believe is the primary responsibllity'/les of

(d) Please glve reasons for your answer '

3 (a I lllhen you real i sed you rYere Pregnant wi th
tthis refers to the child,/ren who are going to
the exerclsel , did you hope to glve bi rth to
girl?

your cht ld
be part ol'

boy or aa

(b) What were Your reasons for thls?
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4. (a) How did You
sex of the chlld

feel when it was a boy/Elrl?[Refer to
who ls part of the exercisel

the

(b)Doyouthinkyouwouldhavefeltdifferentlyilttwas
not a boY,/girI?

(c) PIease give reasons for your allswer'

5 (a) What
Wha t k i nd
an adult?
her chtld

kind of person
of person wortld
(Participant to
as an adult).

do you raise Your chi Id
you like Your chilrl to

to be?
be c ome

OR
as

.5eesgive a descriPtion of how she
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(b) PIease give reasons for your answer'

6 (a) How would
(Participant to

you
glve

descr ibe Your cht ld as a Person?
a descr iPt I on )

(b) What kind of qualities
see in a Birl/daughter?
necessary; E. g. soft-sPoken,

and behaviours would You like
( Intervlewer can elaborate
intelligent, etc.)

to
if

(c) Give reasons for Your answer
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(d) What ktnd
son/boy?
(Intervlewer
strong, kind)

of qualities

can elaborate if

would you llke

necessary: e . g

to see ln a

lntelligent,

(e) PIease glve reasons for your answer'

7 (a) Do you thtnk that boys and gtrls are dtfferent klnds of
human be i ngs ?

(b) PIease give reasons for your answer.
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I (a)
and

Do you thtnk there
glrls than there are

are more slmilarities between boys
differences?

I

(b) PIease glve reasons for your answer.

(a) Do you belleve boys and glrls should be seen and treated
equalry? (Alternatlvely, should the partlclpant have
dffftculty ln understandlng what ls meant by the term
'egual, " lntervlewer can elaborate by asking: Do you bel ieve
gtrts should be treated as more important than boys, oR, Do

you believe boys should be treated as more lmportant than
glrls).

(b) Please give reasons for your ansvter
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10. (a) Is tt lmPortant for You
that ls dtfferent from those
opposite sex) (If ParticlPant
"di fferent, " intervlewer can
pants and not dresses, and
certain colour and boYs wear

(b) Please glve reasons for your answer

that Your child wears clothes
of a girl/boY?(member of the
enquirEls about the meaning of
elaUorate: e.g. That boYs wear
that girls wear clothes of a

clothei of a di fferent colour ' )

(c) IYould you clothe your boy, tf you hld one
parttcipant has a daughter), in a dress?

(assuming the

(d) Gtve reasons for Your answer'
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11.

(e) What would you dolsay lf your child persists ln wanting
to dress uP Iike a member of the oPPosite sex?

(f) Please glve reasons for your answer

(a) Is it lmportant for you that your child plays wtth toys
that his,/her same-sex peers/mates play with? (If necessary'
lntervlewer can elaborate: e.g. boys are usually not allowed
to plEy with doIIs or make-up, and girls are usual ly not
aI lowed to play wr th guns and trucks ) .

(b) Please give reasons for your answer.
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(c) If You had
daughter ) , would
up to PlaY with?

10

(assuming the PartlclPant has a

hlm, for examPle, a doll and make-a boy
you buy

(d) Please give reasons for your answer '

(e) If you had a girl (assumlng
would you buy her for examPle, a

the particiPant
Iorry or a tool

has a son),
klt?

( f ) Pl ease g i ve reasons f or your ans$Ier '

{., (a) Does your chi ld pl ay mostly wi th other boys or wi th
other girls?
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(b) I I your chi Id wel'e
opposite sex, what would

11

to play mostIY wi th mates of the
your resPonse be?

13.

(c) Please tlve reasons for your answer'

(a) What kinds of tasks do you allow your chrld/ren to do at
home ?

(b) I f your chl ld was a boy/gtrI (a member of the opPosl te
sex), what kinds of tasks would you not aI low him./hcrr to do?
(lf necessary, lntervlewer can elaborate: e.g. boys are
usually not allowed to do the laundry and girls are usually
not allowed to dig ln the garden).
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(c) Please glve reasons for your answer'

14. (a) Do You thlnk
thelr daughters

that
t han

mothers have better relat ionships wi th
wi th the i r sons?

(b) Please glve reasons for your answer

(c) Do you
the i r sons

think that fathers have bet ter relat lonships wi th
than wi th thei r daughters?

(b) Glve reasons for Your anslrer
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If you had a chtld who is a member of the oPPosite
you bel leve that your relat ionshtp wi th him/her
been di fferent thin wi th your current cht ld?

13

sex,
woul d15. (a)

do
have

( b ) Gi ve reasons f or Your answel' '

16. (a) I{hat kinds
should have?

of quallties do you thtnk an ldeal mother

(b) Glve reasons for Your answer.
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17. (a) What
bringlng

t4

role do you believe a man/father should play ln
up chi ldren?

(b) Glve reasons for your answer.

18. (a) If
mother,

you could change things about your exPerience
what would you change?

as a

(b) Glve reasons for your answer
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AreENDlx B

ANStrER SHEET FOR CIIILDREN'S EXERCISE

1

Participant no:

Ser: boy ( )

girl ( )

Age:_years

Exercise 1 (a)
(Mark ch i I d' s cho I ce wt th
red ( )

I avender ( )

brown ( )

light pink ( )

blue ( )

brlght plnk ( )

Respo
cho I ce:

an X)

n s e t o

hlxercise f (b)
(.Mark child's choice boy or girl

responsp for each choice underneath)

red boy ( ) glrl ( )

with an X altd Y5-'1:r'rPci

I avende r boy ( ) girl ( )
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br own boy () girl ()

llght pink boy ( I girl ( )

blue boy girl ()()

bright pink boy (. ) girl ( I
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Exerclse 2

(Note down whether or not the child correctly identi ried the

picture or identified it with the int'-'rviewer's assistance

(incorrect identification) ' If wlth the intervieiwer's assistance

(incorrect identiflcation), record the child's own incorrect

response. Also mark no identlfication lf child fails to identify

the plcture ) .

Plcture 1 (toY car and truck)
Correct identiftcatlon ( )

No ldenttflcatlon ( )

Incorrect ldentlflcatlon ( )

Incorrect
resPonse-

Choice: boy (llght Pink) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

girl (Iisht pink) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasoufor
cho i ce :-

Plcture 2 (tool set)
Correct identificatlon ( )

No ldentif icatlon ( )

Incorrect ident i f icat lon ( )

Incorrect
resPonse-
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Choice: boy (Iight Pink) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

glrl (Iight Pink) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasonfor
choicez--

Plcture 3 (flre truck)
Correct ldentiftcatlon ( )

No ldentif ication ( )

Incorrect identification ( )

Incorrect
response-

Choice: boy (light plnk) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

sirl (light pink) ( )

boy (blue) t )

Reasonfor
choice:

Plcture 4 (police car and badge)
Correct ldentiflcation ( )

No ldentification ( )
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r

5

tceI'

resPonse

Incorrect ident i f icat ion

Inco

Cholce: boy (light Pink) ( )

glrl (blue) ( )

girl (fight Pink) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasonfor
choice:

Plcture 5 (noisy uuslcal lnstruments)
Correct identification ( )

No identiftcatlon ( )

Incorrect tdent i f icat ion ( )

Incorrect
resPonse-

Cholce: boy (light plnk) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

gtrl (Itght pink) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasopfor
cho I ce:

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 



6

Plcture 6 (box and heavY relghts)
Correct ldentiflcation ( )

No ldentif tcation ( )

Incorrect identificatiott ( )

Incorre
r e sPons e-

c t

Cholce: boy (ftSht Pink) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

girl (llght pink) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasonfor
cholce:-

Pieture 7 (nale and fenale doll)
Correct identification ( )

No tdentlf ication ( )

Incorrect tdentiflcatlon ( )

Incorrect
response-

Cho I ce: boy (light pink)
gtrl (bIue)
glrl (rtght ptnk)
boy (bl ue )

aso

)

)

)

(

(

(

n

()
R e f o r
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7

cho i ce

Plcture 8 (cooklng set)
Correct identification ( )

No ldentlficatlon ( )

Incorrect identiflcation ( )

Incorrect
resPonse-

Choice: boy (ltSht Pink) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

girl (light Ptnk) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasonfol'
cho i ce

Picture I (nurse's badge,
Correct identif ication
No ldentlf icatlon
Incorrect identi iication
Inco

thernoneter, sYritrte, bandages)
()
()
()

rrPc t

resPonse

Cholce: boy (light pink) ( )

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/ 
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girl (bIue)
girl (liSht Pink)
boy ( blue )

o

(

(

)

)

()

n f o r
R se

cho I ce

Plcture 10 (teacher's desk, books and blackboard)

Correct ident I f icat lon ( )

No identtfication ( )

Incorrect ldentlflcation ( )

Incorre
response

c t

Choice: boy (light Pink) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

girl (Iight Ptnk) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasonfor
cho I ce

Plcture 11 (teardrops and

Correct identi f ication
No identif ication
Incorect ident I f icat ion

bor of tlssues)
()
()
()

a
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I cerrocn

I

t
resPonse

Choice: boy (ltght plnk) ( )

girl (blue) ( )

girl (light pink) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasonfor
cho i ce

Plcture 12 (baby)
Correct ldentificatlon ( )

No identiflcatlon ( )

Incorrect ldentiflcation ( )

Incorrect
resPonse

Choice: boy (lisht pink) ( )

glrl (blue) ( )

glrl (light Plnk) ( )

boy (blue) ( )

Reasonfol'
cho i ce
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APeeNsrx C

CHILDREN'S EXERCISE

List of Apparatus

I Pirtrrres

,:tr'].,:rllf S);

r:r:r1':rLtf5:,

':,f =iy; tr,y animals:

1i ght pi nl':, br i qht

Fi':turres nf f':nr twin d,:'11--: B,:,y and girl in light pin[': i b,:,y

and girl in bIure.

red, br,:,*n, blute (.mas,:utline

pinl,: , lavender t.feminine

-l Twe I ve

Drar*r i nq

Dr ar,r i nq

Draw i ng

Dr aw i ngt

Draw i ng

Drawi nqt

Draw i nq

Drawi ng

Dra.wi ng1

b,--,y; ,: f

Drawing

Draw i ng

Drawi ng

drawinqts

t: t,:,Y ,:ar and trlt,:[r

i: tr:,r:rI Set

*!: f ire trut':[,:

4; p,lrl i rlQ ':ar anci b,adqe

5: n':,isy mLtsi':aI ingtrltments

Ez b,:,-',: and heavy weights

7 z male and f emale d,:, 11

B: rIr:rr:rl:t i ng Set

-J i nL(rse's badge ,

bandaqes

I t-t: teac her t s des[,: r

1 1 : tear dr':'ps and b'rr.'ri c, f

1t: infant,/baby

therm':,meter y syr i nge r g;': is-q':'rs,

br:,r:' [:: 5 and b 1a,: l:l br:rar d

t i ssues

*******
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iI.ISTF:UI-:TIOI.I5 F-OFI I::!IILDE:EF.I' E EXEF:I::I gE

Ev;ercise I (.s.i

Interviewer: I tm going tc' sht'w y':'Lt si:': pi':tltres r:'f t'r'Y anirnals'

(Fr-rts pi,:tltres in a Frrrrel in the f r;, 1Lr;,r.rifiQ t:rrder f r':'m

left trl right: red, lavender, br':'wn, light pinh, b1ute,

brightpintl).N,:wIwantY,r,Ltt,:,':h,:":'se,:tnIyOl-lE':fthe

animals BS yr3s11' fav,:,utrite friend that yt:'Lt w'ru1d litle t'r'

FIaywith.r.Asll,:hiI'dt,:,F,l,intt,:,therrhrlrsEl-lpi':tutre).

N,:,te rlr:,Wrr the ,:hi l d t g f EgFr:'nse r. ref er t,:, ansr.ref Sheet ) .

Interviewer then a.sl:: = the ':hiId: r]:an )/,I,Lt teli rne uhy

35 yr;rs1 fav,:,ltrite friend'j'vr:,Lt have rrhrrrget-l this pi r:tutre

i\ir:il:r= drlrrrJf'l th|- ,:hi1dt= r.EEprltngre r:rn an=LJer Sheet. If

,:i-riLcl dt,e= ntrt he.re a FESpr;,65grr Il,I'int r:'Ltt that it i=

rlr[:';.y gnd fn':'VE ,:rTr t,], ne:,; t paft ,lT- the E)/iEf':i98.

7---.- 
-: -- 

{ i'L'alig r'': 1=e j. (. n .)

inte'r.viewgr pr,;,i6f,s the t,I, pi':tutres

5,t,rTrE ,I,f the animai= A1.e Lr,:,--= an'J

and =ays t'l' ,:hiiC:

qirIs. (.Interviewer ';hen P,r,int= Dt:t

animal and =.rys.r: tl:an Y,:,L( teIl rne

a.nirnal rrrr. ;i b,I,y animal'l't. Iil,:'te d,lwl-l

=heet.t .

=r:tt'nE 
t--,f

pi,:tutre

i f i:his

r H=ur-rt l=.E

them .tre

wi th red

i= E( ,-rlri

r:rn anSWef
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( I ntervier.ler then

Eay this i= a

respnnse.l

ss[::s ,:hild): r]'an Y':'Lt te11 r'ne why Y':'Ll.

childtsfi,:-,y lgi r 1 aninral'?' r.Nl;'te d'r't'Jl-r

the sarne pFCrrledLtre uj th g;t':h c'f
r. Interviewer f ,:l It'ws

the Pi ctutres. F':'1]rlrw the ,:rrCer in whr':h Y'l'Lt have

arranged the Pi ':tutres t .

the er/:erci=er PLtt away all the pi':tLtres and
Af ter':,:,ffiPIet i,:rn,I,f

8,:, ,Ir l'l t,:, e Yi e f ,: i ge :

E:.:ercise -r

i. Interviewer =a)/=- t':' ':hild'i: I am g':'j'nE t'r'.=hrrru/ )/':rLt

s':rfne rnr:'re pi,:tutres a.nd then I tm g':'i ng t'l' 451': yr:'Ll Et:'(ne

easy qutesti,lrl-l5 ab'r'Ltt them r'Fr-tt pi':tutres ':'f t''J':' qirlg

and tw,:, b':rys in fr,:'nt 'r'f bhe':hild in the fr:r1I':rwinq

,:'rder, fr,:,rTl ieft t,r, right: E'--'Y iliCht Frini'iI girl

(: biLtE.i, girl t. littFrt pin!': .:, b'l'Y tblute'r' Sa'y t'r":hilo:

The-qe Are Fi,:tLtl'eS,-,f [r]r;/5 enci grrlS'

Ta[,: e,]r|-rt pi,:tl-rrE 1. F'1a,:e it in fr,:,nt'l'f the ',:l-riir:] antr

BS[:] the ,:hild: t::a.n \/r:'Lt te11 mE wha't thi= r=i' i'irlr-'le irrrt+J!-r

rE=p':'n=E ,:,n an=wer =heet ' i i i:lr= ':hi id d'r'PE r-rr-rt r:'rirlrw 'rri

i= Ltn':ertain t:rr qi're= in':':'rFErlt .rPSpr;rt.|.=E, intPrriiewEr

teIl= the.:hild wirat the pi,:tL(re is ab,:.Ltt: E.g. thi:- i=

a pittltre with 3 L':'/ ':ar and trLt':[': '
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t interviewer then p,:'ints t':' the pi':tutres ':'f the girls

and b*ys and says): I want y':'Lt tr' th':"=se nnly ONE ':'f

these pi rtnres that y':'Lr thi nll belt,ngs wi th this r. pni nts

tn pi ':tutre '=f t'=y ':ar and trut':l'': ) pi rturre ' t'Let ':hi I d

tal::e pi ctutre he/she ':htr''=ses and place i t wi th pi rtltre

1 . Nt'te df,,wn the ,:h.:i ':e r:tn the answer sheet ' As[': the

child): f-an v,:,Lt te11 me why Y':'tt thinh: the pirtutre y':'Lt

have rIhrtrseFl be1,I,ngs wi th this ':'FlE-.' (N':te drI'Wl'1 the

,:hildt= respr:rnge:)

(. I nterviewer p I ares

in the

p i c tutre

with the

1 . Ta[::e

rest

rI,Ltt

the pictr-rre that '.Jas rh'=sen ba':l':

Ee,ne ,:,rder and Purts away Pi':ture
': and ,I,lrrrtinute the Safne prt:":edLtre

r-tnt i I t he wht' 1e e:{er ': i se i sas with

rIr;rfllP I eted .

p i ,: tutre 1

Flease ma[::e sLtre that at EBr]h

,:hi1d utnder=tands what he./she

=tage ,:,f the Evier,:ise (.1 and ':') the

i = t,= d,r, .

F lease iTlErI:t E sLtrE tha.t

r:r:rt'FPrI t 1Y r:rl-r t he anSWEi'

y':'Lt n,=te d,:'wn the ':hiIdtS resF':tnses

sheet

***+***
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